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SAT. . a lot of money
In recent months, many students have
been questioning the purpose and vali
dity of the student activity tax. This edi
tion of TH E NEW HAMPSHIRE pro
vides you with information about the
tax and organizations making requests.
The notes with each budget are not in
tended to be a complete critique of each
organization but serve to give a brief
outline of the organization's function
and to aquaint you with the major areas
of the budget.
Members of the Bureau of the Budget
have already spent long hours scrutini

zing each budget. As a result, several
budgets have already been modified.
Students now have a chance to ex
press their opinion on each budget at an
open hearing Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
the Hillsboro-Sullivan Room of the Un
ion. The budget requests, which total
$133,700 for the academic year, will
then go to the Student Caucus for ap
proval.
If you care where your money goes,
go to the meeting Wednesday.
$133,700 is a lot of money.

The “special” student fees
The Student Activity Tax is one of
four fees imposed upon the students of
UNH. The recreation fee, $15.00 per
semester, the Student Services fee,
$5.00, and the Memorial Union fee,
$12.50 per semester, chew into the
funds of the poverty-prone student.
The recreation and student services
fees are absorbed into the general reven
ues of the University. The recipients of
this money must submit budgets to the
Treasurer for the year's projected expen
ditures. What are, in effect, tuition ex
tensions, are written off as special fees
to create an important additional reven
ue source for the University.
The Memorial Union fee is drawn up
by personnel within the administrative
structure of the Student Union, based
on projected income. Aimed at suppor
ting the systems within the MUB and to
defray the accumulated expenses for
the building's construction costs, new
and old, the budget is sent to Richard
Stevens, dean of student affairs, and
Herbert Kimball, University business
manager, for approval. . .without stu
dent inspection. One might then ques
tion who has ultimate control over the

Student Union.
The staff of THE NEW HAMP
SH IRE
was
unable
to
obtain
item-by-item budgets. Although we did
receive copies of the budgets for the
previous year, the athletic departments,
the MUB, Herbert Kimball and Norm
Meyers, University treasurer, did not
pass this year's on to us for publication.
Student budgets are examined by
organization members, ASO, the Bureau
of the Budget, students and the Student
Caucus before being submitted before
the Board of Trustees.
If the students are to be taxed with a
growing number of fees, listed as spe
cial student fees, then they should ex
pect to be able to examine, item by it
em, these budget proposals; then criti
cize and ultimately approve them.
We hope the Student Caucus and the
Bureau of the Budget will attempt to im
plement some changes in this direction.
If the University does not see fit to as
similate these sources of revenue into
tuition, but would prefer to offer them
as special fees designed to benefit the
student, then the student should be able
to approve the budget...for his benefit.
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SAT serves student organizations
A pair of coeds labored up the
steps of Thomspon Hall on a blus
tery afternoon last January, The
girls, laden with tuition bills and
blank checks, proceeded to the
cashier»s window to fulfUl their
appointed tasks.
As one coed completed her fi
nancial arrangem ents, the other
quipped; <‘Sometimes I wish I
knew where this money really
goes — th ere's a Memorial Un
ion fee, an Athletic fee, a Stu
dent Activity f e e ," she exclaimed
in disgust. “ What'll they think of
next, a tax on the fees?"
While this tale may seem
somewhat exaggerated, it still
delivers a case in point, A sig
nificant number of students on
the Durham campus, even in this
spring season of budget hassles
and legislative apportionments,
remain ignorant as to where their
money goes, why they are paying
it, and who determined the costs
in the first place.
In particular, the variey of
special levies tacked on the end
of the tuition invoice have raised
serious doubts among many stu
dents,
All but one have re 
ceived ample exposure and ex
planation. But that one, the Stu
dent Activity T ax, remains a cen
ter of controversy and an enigma
to the community.
The
Student Activity Tax,
known affectionately in adminis
tration circles as the SAT, is a
biannual levy assessed on all
undergraduates carrying a mini
mum of 12 credit hours. Gra
duate students, extension stu
dents, special students, and those
in the M errimack Valley Branch
are exempt from payment. The
monies drawn from the tax fi
nance
several undergraduate
campus organizations, including;
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, The
Granite, Memorial Union Student
Organization, WUNH-FM, Stu
dent Government, -Black Student
Union, Student Publishing Organ
ization and class dues. These
, organizations are covered by the
levy since they appeal to a wide
spectrum and provide some s e r
vice for the whole University
community.

First levied in 1930’s
“ The tax was first levied in
the 1930's to provide certain or
ganizations with a stable econ
omic b a s e ," explained senior
Dudley Killam, business mana
ger of the Associated Student
Organization, recalling the SAT's
early years. “ At first the news
paper, the yearbook, and govern
ment were the sole recip ien ts,"
he continued.
Killam further noted that ten
tative plans for next year provide
for a 70 per cent increase in
the tax, thereby allowing SCOPE
to be included in the list of ben
eficiaries.
The newly-formed
Student Committee on Popular
Entertainment, a group bidding
to bring low -cost musical enter
tainment to campus, has sub
mitted an acceptable budget to
the Bureau of the Budget, and
is awaiting final action by the
Student Caucus this week.
The Associated Student Or
ganization and the Bureau of the
Budget coordinate all Student Ac
tivity Tax budget proposals, and
handle salary and capital equip
ment requisitions for organiza
tional activities.
The form er,
a group of representatives from
each organization, has office fa
cilities where their Business Ma
nager, Killan, and two s e cre ta r
ies handle bookkeeping and fi
nancial consultation for each
member group.
“ You could consider us an
accounting and banking facility ,"
Killam noted. “ We advise, con
sult, and clear all financial plans
of the organizations,"
The Bureau of the Budget, a
13-man decision-making body,
rules on the financial validity of
budget proposals. It is composed

of 11 representatives from the
ASO organizations, Killam, and
sophomore
Bill B arrett, the
body's president.
The group,
formally known as the ASO board
of directors, is now linked to
Student Government in that B a r
rett, and any future president,
is a Student Government appoin
tee.

Budget approval process
Organizations wishing to get
on the SAT rolls first submit
a formal budget to the Bureau
of the Budget. That group then
conducts an open hearing where
it discusses the financial basis
of the proposal.
“ The Bureau decides only on
a proposal’s monetary aspects.
That's all we’re concerned with,"
spokesman Killam pointed out.
The Student Caucus is the se
cond link in the approval pro
cess, It, too, holds an open se s
sion where student input is con
sidered.
However, the Caucus
examines questions other than fi
nancial, ruling whether the o r
ganization is worthy of SAT ap
propriations, After a thorough
going-over by each of the above

groups, the budget is sent to
the Board of Trustees for final
acceptance. “ The whole objec
tive is to make the process more
open to the student himself.
Someone with an objection has
two opportunities to air his
view s," Killam said.
Ordinary finances of Univer
sity organizations are marked by
a sim ilar system of controls.
The ASO, through Killam, is
sues all checks and requisitions.
Similarly, Herbert Kimball, bus
iness manager of the University
and treasu rer of ASO, must coun
tersign all these outgoing checks.
The Bureau of the Budget also
gets iqto the act.
Fo r any
large transfer of funds from a
certain area on an organization's
budget, the Bureau must approve
the action.
Even the Board of T rustees,
normally a sanctioning body of
the bureau's decisions, would be
come an active partner if a si
tuation arose of more intense
political
and
social
impli
cations, “ If another appearance
of a group like the Chicago Three
occurred, the trustees would have

to decide on any financial a r 
was used to compute the tax.
rangem ent," Killam suggested.
This figure may rise to the 7000
Organizations using the Student
mark next year. Moreover, the
Activity Tax ordinarily end the
tax is based on a “ program of
year with leftover funds not used
au sterity ," according to Killam.
for capital expenditures. Indeed,
Each year the charge varies, as
the amount of leftover reserves
does the amount received by each
is directly attributable to c a re 
organization.
ful planning by ASO and the of
In its 4 0 -y e a r history. The Stu
ficers of the various organiza
dent Activity Tax has been termed
tions. “ Our budgets are planned,
nearly everything from “ down
not padded," Killam maintained.
right ludicrous" to “ utterly eq
“ Most organizations have kept
uitable."
No doubt the latter
this in mind."
can not be disputed, as those
The ASO Business Manager ' who pay the tax are those who
further pointed out that the ex
receive the benefits of it. How
tra money is invested in stan
ever, the fact of its equitability
dard stocks or kept in bank
has not silenced suggestions for
accounts. “ By handling reserve
making it a voluntary charge,
monies in the bank or in stocks,
as is done with the athletic tic
particularly U.S. T reasury notes,
ket, But the counter-argument
we can help keep an organiza
is based on the rationale that
tion from going into the r e d ,"
adequate funds
would not
be
Killam said.
raised in that fashion.
Relationship with needs
“ Organizations have to be
The individual SAT levy is
guaranteed a stable source of
based on a relative relationship
funding. The present system a c
between budgetary needs and pro
complishes th is ," KUlam char
spective enrollment figures for
ged. “ If a person doesn't want
those students eligible to pay the
to support an organization, let
tax. In the last assessm ent, a
him go to a Caucus or a budget
rough estim ate of 6600 students
meeting and say n o ."

Barret explains Student Activity Tax
To the Students:
This spring the Bureau of the
Budget has comprehensively re 
viewed all items on all budgets
submitted by organizations re 
questing
Student Activity Tax
support. The voting members of
the bureau are the following;
the director, appointed by the
Student
Body President,
the
T reasu rer of Associated Students
Organizations,
the
Business
Manager of ASO, the seven tre a 
su rers of the organizations pre
sently receiving Student Activity
Tax money, one member elected
by the Student Caucus and one
business-manager of the nonSAT
supported ASO organiza
tions.
The members of the Bureau
of the Budget agreed that the
funds requested for fiscal year
1971-72 operation of the seven
organizations
which received
SAT support in 1970-71 would
not exceed the level of.$9.55 per
student per sem ester of 1970-71.
They also concluded that no in
dividual's salary would exceed
$700,00 per year, regardless of
the time and effort required to
fulfill the responsibilities of his
position.
You will realize that many
budgeted
items and alloted
amounts have changed from 1970
to '71 requests. These changes
reflect
the opinions of the
organizations and the
Bureau
of the Budget that such altera
tions will further contribute to
the services and program s pro
vided for the paying students.

In conformance with the re 
quirements of Students Rules and
Regulations, the Bureau of the
Budget also eliminated any bud
geted provisions for SAT-funded
organization banquets, instead
requiring those who enjoy ban
quets to pay for the pleasures
themselves.
You will notice that on the p re
sented budgets, several of the
items are prefixed »y an
The
denotes alloted funds
which can not be spent by the re 
cipient
organizations without
prior approval of the Bureau of
the Budget. This restraint was
imposed for two reasons.
F irs t, several of these conditined items are funds providing
for lectures or speakers. Ap
proval of the Bureau of the Bud
get will help coordinate the pro
grams of^ the several organiza
tions who intend to present these

activities.
Second, the Bureau of the Bud
get believed that, because some
of the items were rather sub
stantial and that the organiza
tions
themselves do not p re
cisely know at this time how they
intend to spend this money, addi
tional control should be exerted
over these funds by both the o r

ganizations and the Bureau of the
Budget to insure that such funds
are properly spent in accordance
with the intents of the Student
Activity Tax.
The Bureau of the Budget has
approved the following organiza
tions' budgets requesting their
respective assessm ents of the
Student Activity Tax;

S A T approp notions
Granite
MUSO
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Student Publishing Organization
Student Government
WUNH
Black Student Union
SCOPE
4 class budgets
total

$1.95/2.65
1.15
2.00
.60
.70
1.55
.60
.75
.25
$9.55/10.25
per student per semester

The two different totals are the
result of two possible budgets of
the Granite, one providing for the
publications of 5000 yearbooks,
the other allowing for the pub
lication of 7000 copies.
In your personal review of
these budgets, one should also be
aware of the fact that many of
the organizations incorporated
reserves accumulated from past
year's operations into their in
come provisions for 1971-72.
The UNHITE organization was
denied SAT funding because it
presently has a substantial debt
and poor accounting procedures.
SCOPE was accepted for SAT
funds by the Bureau of the Bud
get, a decision which must now
be ratified by the Student Caucus
and by the Board of T rustees, as
must all the budgets and organ
izations.
The Bureau of the Budget and
Student Government
are ex
tremely solicitious of student o pinion concerning these budgets
a^d program s. Fo r this reason,
there will be an open meeting
of the' Bureau of the Budget on
April 21, 1971 at 7;30 in the
Hillsboro-Sullivan Room in the
Union,
All students are urged
to attend and contribute your ad
vice and comments. Remember,
you pay the Student Activity Tax,
Therefore, you have every right
and responsibility to be heard
regarding its amount and its
apportionment.
Bill B a rre tt
D irector, Bureau of tne Budget
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Memorial Union Student Organization
The Memorial Union Student
Organization
has submitted a
proposed budget of $20,300, with
revenues coming from a $1.15
levy per student per sem ester
from the Student Activities Tax.
MUSO’s purpose, as stated in
its constitution, is <Ho provide
for the organization and admin
istration
of recreational, cul
tural, and educational activities
for all students of the Univer
sity of New Hampshire.^*
MUSO sponsors varied func
tions, such as the Aquarius Cof
feehouse, the Cultural Committee
and a Political Week, scheduled
for the last week in April. It
has also co-sponsored HELP
Week, with Student Government
and Sidore Lecture Series.
The Aquarius Coffeehouse pro
vides an opportunity for people to
participate in live music at a
low cost. A few times a sem ester
the Coffeehouse arranges con
c e rts, and is budgeted to re
ceive $2000 of MUSO^s total in
come, an increase of $700 from
this year.
The Cultural Committee pro
vides the student body with enter
tainment such as the Dream con
cert last fall. Besides concerts,
the committee has tentatively
scheduled a Theater-by-the-Sea
production for an on-campus per
formance. Also under the com
mittee are the displays in the

showcases throughout the Union.
The
Cultural
Committee is
scheduled to receive $4000, an in
crease of $3000 over this year,
and the largest expenditure on the
budget.
MUSO has eight salaried posi
tions: president, vice-president,
se cre ta ry , treasu rer and four
chairm en. These salaries ac
count for $2150 of the budget, a
reduction of $300 from this year.
The highest paid officer is the
president.
MUSO operates a student dark
room,
located in the Union,
charging only a $2.00 fee to those
using it. The darkroom is sched
uled to receive $300 from the
proposed budget.
Another of MUSO^s functions
is a printing service, supplying
students below-cost facilities for
printing posters and other ma
te ria ls. This function receives
$1500 from the appropriations.
MUSO also sponsors Alchemedia,
Tuesday night
Mass
Movies. Three thousand dollars
has been allotted for film pro
jects for next year, an increase
of $1000 from this yearns budget.
Other MUSO expenditures are
$2000 for publicity and $1000
for special projects. MUSO has
deleted appropriations for insur
ance, internal organization and
miscellaneous, totaling $400,

Memorial Union Student Organization
1970-71
INCOME
SA T**
Coffeehouse
Cultural Events
Darkroom
Film Projects
Printing Service
**13,200 at $1.00
14,000 at $1.15
EXPENSES
ASO (2%)
Coffeehouse
*Conferences
*Cultural (P.S.R.)
Educational
Equipment/Maintenance
Executive Salaries
Film Projects
Games
Insurance
Internal Organization
Miscellaneous
Darkroom
Office Supplies
Postage
Printing Service
Publicity
Secretarial Wages
Stationery
*5pecial Project
Telephone
Excess income over expenses
T otal:
Salaries:
President
Vice Pres.
Treasurer
Secretary
4 chairmen
at 200.00

1971-72

13,200.00
1,000.00
500.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
$16,700.00

Net change

16;100.00
1,000.00
-

200.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
$20,300.00

406.00
350.00
2,000.00
1,300.00
800.00*
600.00
1,000.00 4,000.00*
1,000.00
1,000.00
700.00
2,150.00
2,450.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
300.00
300.00
100.00
200.00
100.00
300.00
300.00
600.00
300.00
50.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
1,500.00
200.00
200.00
150.00
1,000.00*
1,000.00
500.00
700.00
$16,000.00 $19,756.00
544.00
$16,700.00 $20,300.00
-

-

-

-

2,900.00
-

-500.00
200.00
500.00
500.00
$3,600.00

56.00
+700.00
+200.00
+3,000.00
-1,000.00
+300.00
-300.00
+1 ,000:00
-

-100.00
-200.00
-100.00
-

+300.00
-50.00
-

+500.00
-

-150.00
-

-200.00
$3,756.00

500.00
250.00
500.00
100.00

800.00
2,150.00

* Denotes alloted funds which cannot be spent
without prior approval of the Bureau of the Budget

photo by Conroy
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BRAND
NEW

1971

M / W E R IC K

TO CHOOSE
L
FROM

46
PER MONTH

25 AT BRADY FORD
167 IMMED. AVAILABLE
CHOICE OF COLORS

*299 DOW N OR EQUIVALENT TRADE
36 equal payments of $62.46, finance charge of $366.56 for a total payment of
$2,248.56. The annual percentage rate 11.96%. First payment due M ay 1.

NO HIDDEN CHARGES!
ALL STANDARD EQUIPMENT & HEATER, 6 CYLINDER, 3 SPEED
We are the only N.H. Dealer in this selected inventory group exposed to this avail
ability. See us now a t ...

BRADY FORD COUNTRY
SPAULDING TURNPIKE, PORTSMOUTH
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TIL 9 P.M.

---------------------

436-1340
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How to use
the system
to fight
the system

WANTED:
College men and women for man
agement positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for incollege trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special train in g
course on graduation. Stateside
a n d /o r overseas travel
guaranteed.

ffliik lii
TU E S D AY-W EDN ESD AY APR. 20-21

"BED AND BOARD

ISTAR R IN G

JEAN PIERRE LEAUD
SHOWN AT 6:30 & 8:30

“

TH U R S D A Y -FR ID A Y APR. 22-23
ADM ISSION FOR THIS FEA TU R E - *1 .2 5
ABOVEALL
S H O W T IM E - 6:30 & 9:05

there is CROiyiW
ELL!
RICHARD
HARRIS

ALKC

CCINNHSS

0 romipell
TECHNICOLOR

G

SATURDAY APR. 24
ADMISSION FOR TH IS FEA TU R E
$1.25
First they're i BROUGHT BACK B,Y REQUEST
going after
the enemy.,
then after the
brass that
sent them.

Richard I Clint
| Mary
Burton i Eastwood Ure

I

"Where Eagles Dar6'
S H O W T IM E S

Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer’s job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody’s
book. Certainly, there’s no better
way to get the experience and train
ing needed for executive responsi
bility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program.
A lon g with college credits and a
commission,you’ll receive$ 5 0 each
month as a student. And upon grad
uation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you’ll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of out:
standing programs to help you fur
ther your education.
If you’re in your final year of col

lege, you can get your commission
through the A irfo rce Officer Train
ing Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You’ll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers^
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, ranging from aero
nautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, includ
ing flying, in between. But whatever
your duties, you’ll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your tal
ents can take you.
So look ahead and let your col
lege years pay off for you with a
managerial position In the U.S. Air
Force. Just send in this coupon or
write to U SAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78148, and get your postgrad
uate career off the ground.

r

@

6.30 & 8;55

SCN471I

USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept. A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148

'

Please send me more information
on:
□ Officer Training School

Coming Soon!

Now at your bookstore
Delta paperback $1.95
Delacorte hardbound $4.95

□ Air Force ROTC Program

IH J II

Dell Publishing Co., Inc.

AGE

NAME
(please print)
-

ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

PHONE

ZIP

DATE OF GRADUATION

K O O L AID
FOR HELP

LEO TOLSTOY S

W AR,
ana
PEACE

868-5600
L5UUUUI

SCHOOL

understand there is no obligation.

Fmd yourself in the UnitecI Stotes Ak Force

We Are Now Accepting

Jobs for college students will be
hard to get this summer. We hire
a lot of people or all ages, in all sea
sons — and would like to talk to
responsible people about our our
opportunity. Equal opportunity em
ployer. Call Rochester.

332-2422
.amnnnnnnnnnnni »■« 6'0"»TrroTrjr5TiT6"6‘#’T)roTnnrinn

Applications For

SUMMER & FAIL SEMESTER

A l l ie d RADIO SHACK
Assoc. Stores

RENTALS

MONDAY — SATURDAY
10 a.m .-9 p.m.
Lafayette Plaza (Rt. 1) Portsmouth 436-6999
Tri City Plaza Dover/Somersworth 742-4483

SINGLES
FURNISHED

DOUBLES
KITCHENS

APARTMENTS
PARKING

“Beat the Housing Rush- - Register Now
apply in person at

CAMPUS REALTY
47 Main Street
Durham, N.H.
868-2797

• Tape
Recorders
Recording Tape
Pre-recorded Tapes

•A u d io Component
Amplifiers,
Tuners,
Receivers
•Television
Turntables,
Antennas & Accessories
Speakers
Radios
• Hobby Kits
& Headphones
•A udio Cable &
Accessories

• Phonographs

•Cartridge Players

McGovern for president

If interested there will be a table in the Union from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. every day.
Students for McGovern for Free.
P.O. Box 10
Durham. N.H. 03824
Signed: Dan Qreenleaf and Leo Lessard
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WUNH AM/FM
WUNH Radio
Proposed budget May 1, 1971 -

INCOME
Student Activity Tax**
Reserves
Advertising
Recording
Reserves
Loan—The New Hampshire
Loan—Student Government
Total
13,200 at $1.55
14,000 at $1.55
* * * Not subject to 2% A.S.O. Tax
EXPENSES
Advertising Commissions
A.S.O. Handling (2%)
Business Supplies
Capital Equipment
Electricity
Engineering
F.M. Improvements
Insurance
Loan Repayment
Loan Tax (2%)
Physical Maintenance
Production
Programming
Publicity
Records
Salaries
Secretarial
Sports
Subscriptions
Telephone
Travel
T otal
Excess Income over Expenses 1971-72
Salary Structure:
General Manager
Associate Manager
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Finance Secretary
Program Director
Chief Announcer
Training Director
Scheduling Director
Chief Engineer
Associate Engineer
A.M. Engineer
Studio Engineer
News Director
Managing Editor
Special Events Director
News Staff 10 at $30.00
Sports Editor
Production Manager
Music Director
Asst. Music Director
Classical Director
Publicity Director
Total

April 30, 1972
1970-71
1971-72
Net Change
20,460.00 21,700.00 +1,240.00
1,861.00 +1,861.00
2,750.00
1,000.00
-1,750.00
300.00
300.00
$8,240.00^^^+8,240.00
8 , 000 . 00 ^ ^ ^ + 8 , 000.00
4,000.00^*^+4,000.00
$23,510.00 $45,101.00 $21,591.00

137.50
470.00
495.00
5,709.00
-

1,525.00
-

-

1,250.00
-

700.00
972.00
575.00
1,225.00
240.00
3,925.00
1,000.00
-

125.00
4,804.00
300.00
$23,452.70

200.00
497.22
520.00
8,000.00
450.00
1,275.00
20,000.00
240.00
1,250.00
240.00
125.00
. 400.00
-

-

$3,925.00

+240.00
-575.00
-572.00
-575.00
-65.00
. -90.00
-350.00
-

550.00
300.00
300.00
150.00

-

+50.00
-150.00

-

250.00
175.00
-

-

300.00
180.00
115.00
115.00
250K)0

-

-

-

1,160.00
150.00
3,575.00
1,000.00
900.00
+900.00
26.00
-99.00
4,901.00
+97.00
145.00
-155.00
$45,054.22 $21,601.52
$46.78
$45,101.00

550.00
300.00
300.00
100.00
150.00
250.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
250.00
150.00
150.00
250.00
150.00
100.00
300.00
100.00
150.00
150.00
75.00

+62.50
+27.02
+25.00
+2,291.00
+450.00
-250.00
20,000.00
+240.00

-

.

+25.00
-150.00
-150.00
+50.00
+180.00
-35.00
-35.00
_

-150.00
-100,00

300.00
125.00
150.00
150.00
-

50.00
115.00
$3,575.00

_

+25.00
.

-75.00
+50.00
+115.00
-$350.00

N ote: A secon d bu dget has also b een subm itted without the F.M. Im provem en t items.
H A M p iiliR F
(8,240.00), Loan from TH E NEW
HAMPSHIRE (S,0M.00), m d loan from Student G overnm ent (4,000.00). Total In com e
then b e c o r n e s $ ^ 861.00 D eleted fro m E xpenses are F.M. Im provem ents (20,000.00) and
\Loan Tax (240.00). Total expenses then b e c o m e $24,814.22.

photo by Wallner

In a budget submitted by
WUNH-FM, the student radio of
the University, there will be a
net change of $21,000 from this
year to next year. The principle
source of the budget increase
will not come from the Student
Activities Tax,
WUNH-FM, organized, staffed,
and run by UNH students, is plan
ning to increase their trans
mitting power from the present
ten watts which has a carrying
radius of about two miles, to 1600
watts which will have a trans
mitting radius of about 12 miles.
, The main source of financing
for the FM power increase will
come
from loans from THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE and Student
Government’s reserve funds. The
radio station is asking for an in
crease of $1200 in their SAT
appropriations.
This does not
mean an increased per student
cost, but reflects an increase in
the size of the student body at
UNH. Despite the small increase
in SAT appropriation, the total
budget ofWUNH-FM will be near
ly doubled from 23,000 dollars to
over $45,000,
In the budget the greatest al
lotment is for telephone se rv 
ices, amounting to almost $5,000.
The high cost of telephone service
comes from the fact that tele
phones are used to c a rry AM
transm ission of WUNH to seven
teen dorms, direct connection to
the studio for <<on the spot” re 
porting of news events and sports,
and a special line from the studio
in the Union to the. new tran s
mitter site near U.S, Route 4.
Salaries for WUNH staff range
from the General Manager who
receives $550 per year to the
C lassical director who receives
$50 a year. The budget for WUNH
has openings for 26 salaried po
sitions.
WUNH offers students of the
University **a little of every
thing” in the' way of music,
clasiJical, folk, rock, blues, pro
gressive jazz, and top 4 0 .” The
radio station broadcasts 20 hours
per day during the week and 18
hours a day cn the weekend.
WUNH i.as won a UPI award
tbic' i • t year for its election
nigiit coverage. Organized around
a special Speech and Drama De
partment
project, the station
broadcast updated results of the
New Hampshire gubernatorial
and senate race twice every hour
until the winners had been de
clared. The award was for the
best election coverage by a small
station.
Throughout the school year
WUNH has offered live coverage
of home and away UNH sports
events in hockey, football and
basketball.
The remaining projected bud
get costs involve everything from
engineering to electricity to run
the increased power output of the
new transm itter.
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The New Hampshire
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, the
undergraduate student newspa
per, is asking for an SAT of
$2.00 per sem ester, the sam e
figure as last y ear.
Besides SAT, there a re two
other sou rces of income, 34 per
cent of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE'S
budget com es from advertising
($15,000), and subscription in
come is estim ated at $1,200.
The p ap er's budget has chan
ged in several areas due to a
change in production methods.
A photo-offset paper, THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE will be taking over
the
composition and paste
up p ro cess, a job form erly done
by the p rin ters them selves.
Beth Warnock, business man
ager, estim ates that this change
in production will eventually r e 
sult in a saving of approximately
$5,000 p er y e a r. The change
in productions will d ecrease the
printing budget from the 197071 figure of $27,000 to $17,000.
Capital expenditures have r i
sen from $600 to $7,000, which
includes the purchase of all com
posing m achinery. Other in crea
ses that go along with this change
include increased budget items
for equipment rep air and insur
ance.
Salaries have increased from
$7,600 to $ 8 ,6 7 5 .
Additional
staff positions have been created
and existing staff positions have
been re-defined to meet the new
needs of the paper.
The top salaried position is
E d itor-in-C h ief at $700, follow
ed by Managing Editor at $650,
S ecretarial wages have risen
from $500 to $2,500. The in
cre a se will be used to pay the
machine o p erato rs.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE prints
on a bi-weekly schedule with a
print run o f ’* 8,000.
Regular
sections of the paper include
news, features, editorials, c a r 
toons, photography, fine a rts ,
sp orts.
It also provides a fo
rum
for
community opinion
through le tte rs to the editor and
prints announcements of campus
groups free in its bulletin board
section.
During the 1970-71 year, THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE has also prin
ted a state-w ide edition and pro
duced two special editions on
the Board of T ru stees and Stu
dent Activity T ax.

T H E NEW HAMPSHIRE
Proposed budget May 1, 1971 — April 30, 1972
INCOME
1970-711
1971-72
Net Change
Advertising
14,000.00
15,000.00 +1,000.00
Reserves
500.00
+500.00
S.A.T.*^
26,400.00
28,000.00 +1,600.00
Subscriptions
2,000.00
1,200.00
-800.00
WUNH loan interest at 2%
160.00
+160.00
Total
$42,400.00 $44,860.00 +$2,460.00
*^*Based on 7,000 students at $4.00 a year
EXPEN SES
Advertising Manager
680.00
750.00
+70.00
ASO Handling at 2%
848.00
+49.20
897.20
Banquet
250.00
-250.00
* Capital Expenditures
600.00
7,000.00 +6,400.00
Conferences
500.00
300.00
-200.00
Equipment Repair
300.00
700.00
+400.00
Insurance
400.00
800.00
+400.00
Mailing & Circulation
600.00
400.00
-200.00
Photography
700.00
800.00
+100.00
Printing
17,000.00 -10,000.00
27,000.00
Salaries
7,600.00
8,675.00 +1,075.00
Secretarial
500.00
2,500.00 +2,000.00
Supplies
600.00
1,000.00
+400.00
Syndicated
200.00
150.00
-50.00
Telephone
1,100.00
1,500.00
+400.00
Travel
500.00
700.00
+200.00
Total
$42,378.00 $43,172.20
+$794.20
Excess income over expenses 1971-72
$1,687.80
* Denotes allotted funds which cannot be
spent without prior approval of the Budget
Salary Structure:
Estimated Expenses
1970-71
1971-72
Net Change
700.00
Editor-in-Chief
700.00
Managing Editor
+150.00
500.00
650.00
Executive Editor
500.00
-500.00
News Editor
425.00
600.00
+175.Co-News Editor
425.00
-425.00
Asst. News Editor
400.00
+400.00
Contributing Editors (2)
600.00
600.00
Copy Editor
300.00
-300.00
Productions Editor
300.00
500.00
+200.00
Asst. Productions Editor
200.00
+200.00
Photographic Editor
400.00
450.00
+50.00
Asst. Photographic Editor
200.00
-200.00
Photographers (4)
300.00
400.00
+100.00
Sports Editor
400.00
450.00
+50.00
Asst. Sports Editor
200.00
-200.00
Fine Arts Editor
300.00
+300.00
Circulation Manager
50.00
200.00
+150.00
Asst. Circulation Manager
125.00
+125.00
Business Manager
350.00
450.00
+100.00
Asst. Business Manager
100.00
100.00
General
1,850.00
2,550.00
+700.00
$7,600.00 $8,675.00 +$1,075.00
General:
12 Staff Reporters at
$150.00 $1,800.00
6 Proofreaders at
100.00
600.00
1 Cartoonist at
^
$4/ cartoon
150.00
$2,550.00
-

—

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Black Student Union

“Takin’ Care of Business” contemporary Black Art exhibit at Scudder Gallery.
photo by Smith
Black Student Union
Proposed budget May 1, 1971 to April 30, 1972
INCOME
1970-71
1971-72
Net Change
Black Productions
400.00
-400.00
Membership dues
250.00
250.00
Student Activity Tax ««
13,200.00
8400.00
-2,800.00
Reserves
2050.00
+2050.00
TOTAL
$13,850.00 $10,700.00 -$1,150.00
1970-71 13,200 at $1.00
1971-72 14,000 at $.60
EXPENSES
1 Salaries
Promotion Publicity Director
300.00
-300.00
Production Director
350.00
-350.00
Editor-in-Chief
400.00
-400.00
Photographer
100.00
-100.00
House Manager
200.00
-200.00
Secretarial Services
1,000.00
700.00
-300.00
Business Manager
300.00
350.00
+50.00
Athletic Director
100.00
200.00
+100.00
Program Director
450.00
+450.00
Librarian
200.00
+200.00
Assistant Librarian
175.00
+175.00
General Salaries
350.00
+350.00
$2,750.00 $2,425.00
-$325.00
Operating Expenses
Maintenance and replacement
600.00
400.00
-200.00
Mailing and telephone
Equipment
900.00
400.00
-500.00
Tape Recorder
Typewriter
Desk and chair
Filing cabinet
Stereo
Camera
Office Supplies
600.00
450.00
-150.00
$2,100.00 $i,25o:oo
-$900.00
3. Special Projects
—Innovative Programs
2,500.00
1,500.00
- 1,000.00
Conferences
400.00
+400.00
—Nat’l. Conf. of Afro-Amer.
Educators
—Conf. of African-American
Studies
—Black Historians Conference
Institute of the Black World
400.00
+400.00
Black White Workshop
600.00
+600.00
Experiment in International
400.00
+400.00
Living
Books & Periodicals, Black
400.00
+400.00
Library
-

-

-

In anticipation of broader, re
vamped program offerings, the
Black Student Union (BSU) pro
posed budget for 1971-72 has re 
directed large amounts of funds
into areas more relevant to the
University community. In addi
tion, a $3,200 decrease over the
past year, coupled with the use of
$2,050 from the Union’s reserve
fund, has enabled the BSU to de
crease its Student Activity Tax
request from $1.00 to 60 cents.
Total expense projections re 
sult in a $10,650 request for the
upcoming
year
compared to
$13,850 for 1970-71.
Staffing problems led to the
Union’ s failure in producing its
own newspaper this past year.
Members also felt that certain
officers were not needed to gen
erate the kind of program desired
or that these positions would be
more effective incorporated into
others. As a result, five sa la r
ied positions, for a total of $1,3 50
were eliminated.
In an attempt to provide the
campus with wider elements of
black literature, art and other
aspects of black culture, the
Black Student Union has estab
lished a library of black litera
ture and attempted to bring black
arts to campus. The recent Black
Dimensions and the black art dis
play in Scudder Gallery are ex
amples of the organization’ s en
deavors. New positions for these
areas led to a $1,175 salary re 
quest. Total salary expenses for
1971-72 decreased $350 from
the previous 5^ear.
In its second year under the
Student Activity Tax, BSU de
creased its operating expenses
by $900. Most long-range, neces
sary equipment purchases were
made under last year’s budget.
‘‘Special P ro jects” jumped
$ 1,200 due to a planned increase
in program offerings. The Black
Student Union hopes to create
within the University a greater
knowledge of and appreciation for
the black culture through innovat
ive program s, speakers and ex
pressions through art.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$2,500.00 $3,700.00
4. Programs (speakers, pubs.)
4,500.00
2;500.00
5. Travel
1, 000.00
500.00
6. ASO
277.00
208.00
Total Expenses
$10,583.00
Excess Income over Expenses
117.00
Total
$10,700.00
^Denotes allotted funds which cannot be spent without prior approval
of the Bureau of the Budget.

+ $ 1, 200.00

-2 , 000.00

-500.00
-69.00

Rod Rogers Dance Company
photo by Smith
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Mark Mass!
Alfod Derbag
Janie Cehir
Tony Duquette
Tod Frolking
Leo Cavanaugh
Holly Clark
Melissa McGrath
Barbara Powers
Carol Turneg
Rubin Lefsky
Jon Starris
Leo Woodman III
Pam Wallis
William Sturges
Greg Buchholz
Greg Chandler
Betsy DePury
Kevin Fennessy
Alan L. DeCosta
Bon Brantigam
Richard Fiske
Robert Faulkingham
Mindy Carmen
Peter Gogan
Mike Flynn
Eleanor Mudge
Scott D. McGriffin
Lester Kallus
Joe Semler
Rob Neumer
Roke Pennington
Richard Marcil
Michael Badger
Jim Stephen Ling
James R. Dowling
Wayne Clifford
Holly Young
Bob Evans
Stephen W. Tunberg
Philip A. Cosman
Bernard J. McHugh
Royal N. Ford
Marylou Ledden
David Duquette
Elizabeth McDevitt
Robert J. Mann
Edward M. Dale
Rick DeMark
Henry Nachez
Jude Arnaold
Bob Burkhardt
Bob McMurltz
Garth R. WInckler
Bill Keefe
Richard J. Gregory
Rebecca Mahood
Cathy Delisle
Milled Greene
Jim Moss
Philip Gruser
Dan Cody
Jack Foley
Ellen Laving
Bill Samara
Doreen Ancker
Karen Sauk-Schubert
Henry Sauk-Schubert
Sylvia Gale
Kathy Pretter
Curt McCunley
Jim Baldoumas
Karyn Beqrotros
Edward Truesdale
Ann Truesdale
John Ulery
George Cummings
Frederic Shaw
John Hawood
Robert Berube
Bill Smith
Gregory Cahil
Jim Collel
Debbie Pindris
Steve Isreal
Stephen Marchetti
Arthur Miliner
Peggy Hewitt
Mercedes Urgarte
Suzanne Becker
Joan Stuart
Donald Taylor
Louis Ureneck
Frank Whittemore
Gladys Whittemore
Phillip McDonough
Pip Augusta
Paul Boudreau
Mark Lenroth
James Clemecy
Phil Grandmalson
Charles Bauer
Charlie Leocha
Peter Wellenberger
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Peoples’ peace treaty
Be it known that the American and Vietnamese
people are not enemies. The war is carried out in
the names of the people of the United States and
South Vietnam but without our consent. It des
troys the land and people of Vietnam. It drains
America of its resources, its youth and its honor.
We hereby agree to end the war on the follow
ing terms, so that both peoples can live under the
joy of independence and can devote themselves
to building a society based on human equality
and respect of the earth.
1. Americans agree to immediate and total
withdrawal from Vietnam and publicly to set the
date by which all American forces will be re
moved.
The Vietnamese pledge that as soon as the U.S.
government publicly sets a date for total with
drawal
2. They will enter discussions to secure the re
lease of all American prisoners, including pilots
captured while bombing North Vietnam.
3.
There will be an immediate cease-fire bet
ween U.S. forces and those led by the Provi
sional Revolutionary Government of South Viet
nam.
4. They will enter discussions of the pro
cedures to guarantee the safety of all withdraw
ing troops.
5. The Americans pledge to end the imposi
tion of Thieu-Ky-Khiem on the people of South
Vietnam in order to insure their right of self-de

termination and so that all political prisoners can
be released.
6. The Vietnamese pledge to form a provi
sional coalition government to organize demo
cratic elections. All parties agree to respect the re
sults of elections in which all South Vietnamese
can participate freely without the presence of
any foreign troops.
7. The South Vietnamese pledge to enter dis
cussion of procedures to guarantee the safety and
political freedom of those South Vietnamese who
have collaborated with the U.S. or with the U.S.
supported regime.
8. The Americans and Vietnamese agree to
respect the independence, peace, and neutrality
of Laos and Cambodia in accord with the 1954
and 1962 Geneva conventions and not to in
terfere in the internal affairs of these two coun
tries.
9. Upon these points of agreement, we
pledge to end the war and resolve all other ques
tions in the spirit of self-determination and
mutual respect for the independence and politi
cal freedom of the people of Vietnam and the
United States.
By ratifying the agreement, we pledge to take
whatever actions are appropriate to implement
the terms of this joint Treaty and to insure its ac
ceptance by the government of the United States.

We the undersigned agree with and endorse the principles outlined in the people’s peace treaty.
As a beginning, we urge every student to vote In the upcoming student referendum to show that
the overwhelming majority of students at the University of New Hampshire agree that the condi
tions for peace exist In Southeast Asia, and that peace is coming, because the people are mak
ing peace.
Pete Richmond
Elizabeth A. Bennink
John J. Hassett Ml
Susan V. Closter
Peter Camann
Brady Chapan
Elizabeth P. Their
Gail Richardson
Douglas V. Daniels
Lynn Ayer
Mark A. Webster
Douglas A. Fowle
Murray Sanborn
Robert Small
Charlene Theroux
Brian Tynemouth
Carol Lee Reed
Ann Gruezka
Thomas J. Kamm
Richard Fernald
Barry E. Pike
Dave Killiam
Randolph Goodlett
Robert A. Goeman
Jonathan Whiting
Les Normand
David Downs
Marcia Bill
David McCarthy
Philip J. Full
Eileen Cooper
Harvey A. Mills II
Pamela Bessey
Deborah B. Monson
Lynn Parsons
Polly Tucker
Sandy Nelson
Donetta Holey
Jennifer Adams
Cheryl Maclr6r
Chris Willard
Jane Bright
Richard Tralster
Karen Ray
Betty Greitzer
Vicki Spangler
Carol Wirth
Vicki Jenkins
Lucy Pepin
Carol Veilleux
Jean Sanford
Linda Yeaton
Susan K. Peters
Kathleen Johnson
Claire Bosse
Jackie Daigle
Estelle Provencher
Jan Byerne

John Knight
Neil Davis
Philip Brooks
S. J. Strobel
B. Hamel
D. Dexter
Keith Sutherland
Gregory R. Bover
Virginia Morgan
Beverly Spaulding
Stephen E. Koval
Mary August
Pam Cassett
Wendy Boutilier
Carrol Cloch
Jean Santelli
Peter J. Hisey
Thomas E. Butcher
Kent Allyn
Alice Mitchell
Wayne S. Ediin
Arthur E. Bows
Sheryl Moore
Dean Scott
Bob Butcher
Larry Mag id
Nancy DIx
Ric Wesson
William H. Shultz
Ed Kline
Michael P. Barndollar
Marilyn Merrifleld
Anne Sauve
Terrence Briggs
Skip Prior
Lisa Buss
Paul Brockelman
Barbara Brockelman
Patricia A. Lindsay
Ann MacKinnon
Carolyn J. Beebe
Maureen Hargreaves
Sandy Taylor
Mary Branscombe
Patricia Cronan
Jane Messer
Chris Fletcher
Kathy McDewItt
Raymond O’Brien
Mark Ruddy
Lisa Korklan
Su Todd
D. Sillanpaa
Marsha Williams
Diane Perry
Robert Pope
Micheal Barker
Judy Joyce

Michael Harmon
Denise Farland
Diane Adams
Mike Corrigan
Dick Gaymore
Margo Znewfors
Frank Loughram
Janet Story
Vance and Carole O’Donell
Carl Fluis
Jo Gehrett
Ken Knowiton
Jeanne Drown
John Hill
Stephen Coutemarsh
Nancy Mathleu
Bob Pain
William Holadary
Stephen Annis
Howard S. Block
Jon Venzie
Frank Mitchell
Diane Witte
Jane Weltzin
Jeanne Ryer
ScottI Steinfield
Carolyn Hall
Ted Towey
Jeannie Anderson
Leslie Burnett
Barbara Brooks
Susan Bent
John Beaudoin
Dean Zanan
Brian Denis
Michael Mattin
Steven Smith
Lisa Crocchl
Kathy O’Mara
Brian Szwed
Garth Szwed
Neil Fretague
Dick Lovell
Douglas B. MacDonald
Bruce M. Georgian
Karen Mallloux
Lorraine Palmer
Marcia Baron
Stephen P. Tucker
June E. Durnall
Brian Sanel
Nancy Nason
Sandy Winters
Marilyn Ashley
Linda Douglas
Susan Pope
Alison Brayton
Pam Paterson

Connie Sails
Nancy Jo Fox
Debby Clough
Kathy Fluke
Vicki Cohen
Elaine Dewey
Dick Stuart
Michele Brown
Rick McVey
Marc Gaucher
Peter Jon Baxter
Sally Lyman
June Hulmonet
Susan Lavigne
Lawrence P. Chadwick
David Reed
Barre Lane
Keith McKenzie
Robert Baffles
Kevin Sheehar
Randa McNamara
Lydia S. Willixs
Patty Quintar
Cathy Paweiczyk
Alan Perkins
Barbara Benjamin
John Kachavas
Commie Mllzer
Charles Gerswald
Don H. Spicksman
Brian Peters
William Storm
James Grier
Patricia Lynch
Kathy Quinn
Heather Parker
Rob Walls
Paul Halen
R. McAllister Lloyd
Nancy Shaw
Hobie Fletcher
Susan Garblous
Thory M. Joslin
Michael Liebman
Jeff Cotton
E. W. Smith
T. Chase
Harry H. Ricker III
Jan Hefler
Greg Telge
Pat Monahan
Patricia Wood
Pam Wood
Carolyn Langley
Barbara Hoffman
Ann Bassett
Steven A. Hoendlen
Leonard A. Lowell

All of the above urge you to vote YES on the referendum question on the treaty in Wednesday’s
and Thursday’s student election. Voting will be both days in the MUB and in the Dorms.
‘'Paid Advertisement

Gary Somel
Daniel Crowe
Debra Dimmick
Janet Hazelton
R.J. Leonard
Judy Harriman
Cynthia Walker
Sybil Smith
Laurie J. Klein
Michael McNamara
Bob O’Neil
Cindy dwane
Pat Kavall
Joan Schurebert
Anne Pappanikore
Perry Patten
Linda Robinson
John C. Machell
Sue Stoddard
Steve Nickel
Scott Maelton
Bob Grad
Mike Wing
Harvey Flashen
Steve Allard
Ann E. Dodd
Stanley A. Riggs
Vincent E. Stacy
Gale Parrs
Jon LIsson
Patrick Foye
Clark D. Kaye
Nicholas Genimatos
Carl F. Woodbury
Jay V. Roberts
Mark Baddeley
Jim Bolduc
Dave Pease
Steve Scanton
John Kelly
Kenneth Rubin
Roger Porostay
Deb Campanella
Jim Page
Neal Zweig
Michael Jenks Seymour
Glenn Walker
John Labonte
John Crowsin
George Kelly
Randall Pope
Leslie Williams
David Barter
Richard M. Haughton
Donald B. Maxwell
Marjorie Babine
Kenneth Joche
Jan Mueller
Munferd L. Oeusif
Stephen E. Howard
Alex Mahreson
Mary Brassil
R. Stephen Lilly
D. Gagnon
Michael Beaudet
John W. King II
Ronald E. Eames
Jim Miller
Mack Burkush
Candy Casella
James Biron
Peter Smart
Steve Ciraco
Richard N. Montureat
Virginia M. Connelly
Jane Kirk
Jane Barden
Nancy Czachor
Susan Schop
Carols Anderson
Keith McKown
Mark Hutchins
Kathie Marran
William Brown
Michael Goffry
Bruce E. MacDonald
Sandi Smaha
Chuck Cook
Bill Marston
Marc Champagne
Gary Tardiff
Claire Samaon
Dick Santor
Rick Stevenson
Eugen Clark
Paul P. Finney
Tim White
Dana Dunnan
Maura Brassil
Ken Panis
Dick Banstein
Lotha Franke
Judy Roy
Lang Choreunoln
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Granite
Proposed budget May 1, 1971
INCOME
Advertising
Sr. Photo Commissions
(800 at $3.00)
Student Activity Tax*^^
Yearbook Sales
Reserve Funds
T otals
^*1970-71 13,200 at $2.40
1971-72 14,000 at $1.95
EXPEN SES
ASO Handling
Insurance
O ffice Equipment
Photo Equip. & Repl.
Photo Supplies
Postage
Printing
Salaries
Secretarial Labor
Telephone
•Travel
Advertising in N.H.
Advertising Expenses
—Commissions 15% of Sales
—Supplies
—Travel
T otals
Excess of Income over Expenses

POSITION
Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Business Manager
Photography Editor
Photography Staff
General Salaries
Senior Editor
Literary Staff
Secretary
Salary Totals

The Granite
April 30, 1972
1971-72
Net Change
1970-71
-1,000.00
3,000.00
4,000.00
2,400.00
2,400.00
31,680.00 27,300.00
500.00
400.00
6,000.00
2,000.00
$40,480.00 $39,200.00

800.00
70.00
350.00
1,130.00
1,000.00
100.00
30,600.00
4,050.00
400.00
400.00
200.00
100.00

784.00
90.00
350.00

i,ooo.0o
1,130.00
100.00
29,000.00
4,750.00
-

450.00
200.00
125.00

450.00
600.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
$40,000.00 $38,529.00
571.00
$39,200

-

-4,380.00
+100.00
+4,000.00
-$1,280.00

-16.00
+20.00
-

-130.00
+130.00
-

-1,600.00
+700.00
-400.00
+50.00

‘ ‘The G ranite,’’ the Universi
ty of New Ham pshire’s yearbook,
has submitted two budget pro
posals for 1 9 7 1 -7 2 . The bud
get initially proposed was based
on a 5,000 copies printing. Bob
Butcher, editor of the publication,
said that “ traditionally quite a
few kids don’t pick up their cop
ie s .”
He pointed out that 200
books still rem ain from the 19691970 school year, “ which is just
a waste of money.” This y e a r’s
proposal would have anticipated
a number of students not pick
ing up their copies.
During the organization’ s bud
get discussion before the Bureau
of the Budget, student body p re s
ident, Charlie Leocha, questioned
the responsibility of the group in

printing less copies than the total
number of students. Because of
his rem ark s, the Bureau asked
“ The G ranite” to submit an ap
pendage to their budget. This
appendage takes into considera
tion the cost of printing an ad
ditional 2,000 copies.
Under the first budget pro
posal, the student activity tax
would be lessened 45 cents per
student from the previous cost of
$2.40, to $ 1 .9 5 . This d ecrease
is due to a sm aller total ex
penditure and the use of $6,000
in re se rv e funds.
Under the “ Appendum,” how
ever, the SAT funds requested
per student would be $2.65, an
increase of 25 cents per sem es
te r.

-

+25.00
-150.00
-

-$1,246.00

1972 Granite —- Proposed Salary Scale
1970-71
1971-72
Net Change
700.00
+100.00
600.00
300.00
-100.00
400.00
+100.00
400.00
300.00
+200.00
500.00
300.00
700.00
700.00
1,275.00
1,275.00
175.00
175.00
300.00
300.00
400.00
+400.00
+$700.00
$4,050.00 $4,750.00
-

-

-

-

-

ADDENDUM: B
The following budget changes for the proposed 1972 Granite
are based on the printing of 7,000 yearbook copies.
INCOME CHANGES
I Student Activity Tax

$2.65/semester
$5.30/ year
$37,100.00
$49,000,00

Total at 14,000 students/year
II. Gross Income (total)
EXPEN SE CHANGES
I. Printing (total)
II. Total Expenses
Excess Income Over Expenses

$38,800.00
$48,429.00
$571.00
$49,000.00

Student
Government
Student Government has tight
ened its budget for next year,
amounting to a $.20 per stu
dent per sem ester reduction in
the Student Activity T ax. The
biggest d ecrease ($1000) came in
Experim ental Education, which
has been specifically budgeted
for H ELP week, and has been
deleted from next y ear’ s budget.
S alaries, the highest item on
the budget, and also the item
showing the second largest re 
duction for next year, stand at
$2700.
The highest paid posi
tion is that of student body p re s
ident, followed by the caucus
chairm an.
Student Government consists
mainly of two p arts, the caucus
and the executive branch. The
caucus is a group of senators
who vote on item s which effect
only students, such as budgets
for the SAT. They also yote in
conjunction with the senate on
m atters effecting University ed
ucational policy.
The executive branch, made up
of student body president and
vice president, and student cau
cus chairm an, c a rrie s out the

policies passed by Student Cau
cus. The executive branch also
acts as a screening mechanism,
sending students with problems
or complaints to the proper o r
ganizations or adm inistrative of
fices.
The Student Government budget
also includes a $1000 speakers
fund, and a $300 annual sch olar
ship fund, and $800 for the E x 
periment in International Living.

Student Government
Proposed budget May 1, 1971 — April 30, 1972
1970-71
1971-72
Net Change
11,220. 00
9,800.00
-1,420.00

INCOME
Activity Tax^*^
Loan Repayment
WUNH
Interest on WUNH loan
Total Income
^^1970-71 13,200 students at $.85
1971-72 14,000 students at $.70
EXPEN SES
A.S.C3.
Awards and Gifts
Banquet
Committee Exp.
Conference &
Travel
Experimental Education
Hood House Sub.
Office Supplies
Lectures
Salaries
Experiment in International Living
Scholarship
Telephone
Wages
Total
Excess income over Expenses
Salaries:
President
Vice-Pres.
Budget Dir.
Comm. Coord.
Dir. Student
Services
Treasurer
Caucus Chmn.
Total

500.00
80.00
$10,380.00

235. 00
200. 00
450. 00
800. 00
1,000. 00
1,000. 00
35. 00
700. 00
1,000. 00
3,100. 00
500, 00
300, 00
500. 00
1,200, 00
$11,020. 00

700, 00
500, 00
200, 00
300, 00
200, 00
200, 00
6(X), 00
2,700, 00

+500.00
+80.00
-$840.00

-37.40

197.60
-

200.00

-450.00
1, 000.00

+ 200.00

1.500.00

+500.00
■

35.00
700.00
1,000.00^
2.700.00
800.00
‘ 300.00
750.00
900.00
$9,882.60
497.40
$10,380.00

1, 000.00

-400.00
+300.00
+250.00
-300.00
$1,137.40
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SIDORE LECTURE SERIES
SYMPOSIUM ON SOUTHERN AFRICA

alchemedia films
presents

A PR IL 21 W E D N E S D A Y
2:00-4:00 p.m.
Strafford Room

Kenji Mizoguchi’s
“T H E T IA R A C LA N S A G A ”
social science center, room 4, 6:30 & 9:00
$1.00 admission or season ticket
Tuesday, April 20, 1971

^Tifanchester

7:00-10:00 p.m.
Carroll-Belknap
Room
A PR IL 22 T H U R S D A Y
10:00-12:00 a.m.
Strafford Room

o m e ric M
. . .an alternate media

— 6 months ($3.00) — 1 year ($5.50)
Name.
Address.

Send to. The Manchester American
87 Middle St.
Manchester, N.H. 03101

1:00-3:00 p.m.
Strafford Room
3:30-5:00 p.m.
Strafford Room
7:00-10:00
Strafford Room

“Southern Africa in Struggle”—Chris Nteta, South African stu
dent at Harvard Divinity School and an Instructor In African
Studies a t , . Boston State College
“ END
OF THE
DIALOUGE”—A documentary film recently made in South
Africa by members of the Pan Africanist Congress
“PORTUGUESE AFRICA”—Boubaker Adjali, Algerian jour
nalist and photographer recently returned from Angola and
Mozambique
“LIBERATION GROUPS”—Boubaker Adjali; Mike Schuster, Li
beration News Service, recently returned from Guinea-Bissau;
Alberto Jentimane, Mozambican student a UNH; members of
the Africa Research Group, Cambridge, Mass.
“VENCERE^OS”—Yugoslavian film of the mozambican Li
beration Front and the liberated areas of Mozambique
“RELEVANCE OF THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN LIBERATION
MOVEMENT TO THE UNITED STATES”—Prexy Nesbitt,
Chicago office of the American Committee on Africa
“WOMEN IN SOUTHERN AFRICA”—members of the African
Research Group
“UNITED STATES INVOLVEMENT IN SOUTHERN AFRI
CA”—members of the Polorord Revolutionary Workers Move
ment

Classifieds

Coming to you from the basement

TUTORING — Graduate Student in French available for summer
tutoring. Fiexible hours - Reasonable rates. Call Mrs. Trufant
868-2902.

of Schofield House

TEACHERS . . . September vacancies N.H.-Maine-Vermont.
Private, Parochial and public schoois — all fields. Write or c:all:
Fairfield Teachers Agency, Box 652, Concord, N.H. 03301. Phone
225-3383.

the good ole

Aquarius Coffeehouse
(need some place to go on a weekend?)

NEW

FOR SALE . . BSA 441 cc; Shooting Star — Victor Engine, 6,000
miles, very good condition. Have two bikes, must sell one. Call
Bruce — 772-5861 (Exeter)

WeVe got live performers and Sundry
items to please the munchies

WANTED . . . 16 mm movie camera to rent between April 22 and
April 30. Can be reel or magazine. Double-system sound desired.
Contact Bill Skofield 862-1596. Gibbs 309

k A M p s k lR E
This week
Thur. — hoot night
Fri. — Rob Sanderson (singing his own songs)
Sat. — Bob Adams (with the giant voice)
Sun. — Dave LaPlante and his female accomplice

IS

bursting

open 8pm-1am
cover charge 25<

SUNROOFED V.W. Bus — For Sale, 65 Deiux Model, radio, heat
er, clock, good condition throughout; just married and must sell,
at $725.00 or best offer. 742-8066.

WOULD YOU LIKE to own your own bar, and have an eightroom pad within three miles of Durham? Can you get your hands
on $1000? If so we’re ready to do business. Please write or call
for details. 914-666-5852 days, or Box 456, Bedford Hills, New
York 10507
STAR AGE . . . space needed for summer for stereo, bookcase,
and various small articles. Willing to pay up to $15.00 for cool
dry place. Contact Virginia Gardner at 862-3233 after 6:00 p.m.
WANTED — Position as house sitter for school year 1971-72,
Married couple in early 40’s; only child away at school. Husband
doing Graduate work. Please Call 536-1176 or write Dan Lolnes,
Holderness School, Plymouth, N.H. 03264
Summer job for married couple^without children: A derondack Is
land fishing camp. Responsibility, general chores, kitchen duties
including light cooking, care of boats, ample leisure time. Good
salary, room & board. Phone Manchester 625-6134 after 6:00.

new
ideas

CLASSIFIEDS $1.00 for 30 words
$1.50 for 45 words
$2.00 for 60 words

we

HAVING A PARTY? . . . We have pre-recorded music, up to 425
watts of amplification; blacklights, strobes, colored lights etc. For
Rnt. See Mark Rogers apt No. 9, 29 Second Street, Dover
KITTENS — 6 wks. old. Two Fluffy grey, one black, one black
and white. All need good home. May be seen any evening. Call
Jamie after 5:30. 868-5608.
TUTORING — School maths and physics
reasonable rates call 865-5608 after 5:30.

people!

HOT PANTS
From $2.99 to $5.99

MAPLEWOOD & CENTRAL AVE
PORTSMOUTH
0-^

Flexible hours —
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Student Publishing Organization
The Student Publishing O r
ganization produces three pub
lications: Cat^s Paw, Aegis and
Explore.
C at’s Paw is a student hand
book, prim arily aimed at new stu
dents, which is published at the
beginning of each academ ic y e a r.
Aegis is a lite ra ry magazine and
Explore is a student evaluation of
cou rses.
Explore never appeared last
year as the strike interrupted
collection of the questionnaires.
Plans now call for distribution of
an evaluation of first sem ester
courses
during the month of
April, p rio r to the p re -re g is tra 
tion period. An evaluation of s e c 
ond sem ester cou rses will also be
undertaken to provide ahandbook
to be published before p re -re g is 
tration
second sem ester next
y ear.
Explore and C at’ s Paw will be
distributed free and Aegis will
be sold for 25 cents, approxi
mately one-fourth of its actual

cost. According to Bruce H ar
vey, d irecto r of SPO, the fee is
charged to give the magazine’s
staff some feedback on student
response to its contents.
SPO is proposing a 10 cent
raise in SAT to bring its share
to 60 cents per sem ester. $1000
of re se rv e s is also being used
for income.
The larg est budget item under
expenses is the printing costs
for the three publications, a total
of $71,000, an increase from last
year of $ 2 4 ,5 0 0 . The in creases
came from a $300 increase for
Aegis and a $24,500 increase
in printing for Explore.
Salaries total $ 1,150, an in
crease of $25 from last y ear. The
chairman of SPO receives a sal
ary of $250 and the business
manager and editors of the three
publications receive $150 each.
Two salary positions have been
eliminated; a s e cre ta ria l posi
tion and the assistant editor of
Explore.

Student Publishing Organization

Student Publishing Organization
Proposed budget May 1,1971 — April 30, 1972
1970-711
1971-72
Net Change
INCOME
8,400.00
+1,800.00
6,600.00
Student Act. T a x **
100.00
-200.00
300.00
Sales — Aegis
-100.00
100.00
Sales — Explore
-300.00
300.00
Advertising
1,000.00 +1,000.00
Prior Year’s Reserves
$7,300.00 $9,500.00 +$2,200.00
Total
* * 1970-71 13,200 students at $.50
1971-72 14,000 students at $.60
>
EXPEN SES
+18.00
164.00
146.00
ASO
Printing
2,800.00 +2,150.00
650.00
Explore
+300.00
1,600.00
1,300.00
Aegis
2,700.00
2,700.00
Cat’s Paw
200.00
200.00
Off. Supplies/Misc.
150.00
-60.00
210.00
Telephone
125.00
-75.00
200.00
Off. Equipment
400.00
400.00
Advertising
100.00
150.00
Writing Prizes
-50.00
200.00
100.00
-100.00
*Cultural Media
Salaries
Chairman—SPO
250.00
250.00
150.00
+25.00
125.00
Gen. Bus. Mgr.
150.00
+25.00
125.00
Editor—Cat’s Paw
150.00
+25.00
125.00
Editor—Explore
+25.00
150.00
Editor—Aegis
125.00
-75.00
75.00
Ass’t Ed.—Explore
300.00
-$300.00
Secretary—SPO
300.00
+300.00
30 staff at $10.00
$1,125.00$!,150.00
+$25.00
Total Salaries
$7,281.00 $9,489.00 +$2,208.00
Total Expenses
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The C at’s Paw
Student Handbook

explore
A Course Evaluation

Student Committee
On Popular Entertainment
Student Committee on Popular Entertainment
Budget Proposal May 1, 1971 to April 30, 1972
Income
Student Activity Tax
at $.75 per semester
Expenses
ASO (at 2%)
Concerts (subsidiary)
Conferences
O ffice Supplies
Secretarial Wages
Subscriptions and NEC
Membership
Telephone (Installation
charge and monthly rate only)
Total Expenses
Provision: that all SCOPE budgets be submitted for
individual approval before any contracts or definite
arrangements are finalized.

$10,500.00
210.00
8,700.00
750.00
400.00
100.00
140.00
200.00
$10,500.00

A
new student organization
which will focus on providing
popular entertainment on cam 
pus has proposed a budget which
will levy a SAT of $.7 5 p er stu
dent per sem ester for next y e a r.
The
Student Committee on
Popular Entertainment (SCOPE)
requests a total expenditure bud
get of $10,500.
N early 87 per cent of the pro
posed budget ($8700) goes to sub
sidize co n certs, A provision in
cluded in the budget proposal
states that each concert budget
be submitted to the Bureau of
the Budget for approval before
contracts or final arrangem ents
are confirmed by SCOPE,
SCOPE maintains that the large
sum to subsidize concerts will
perm it them to sell tickets at
reduced p rices toUNH students,
ensuring la rg e r audiences and
more enjoyable con certs.
The purpose and responsibility
of SCOPE, as delineated in its
constitution is “ to provide the
best
possible popular enter
tainment at . reasonable ra te s
for the community of the Uni

versity of New H am pshire.”
SCOPE maintains that “ popu
la r entertainm ent” is defined as
folk, rock, and perhaps some
jazz.
The m ore culturally-oriented
m usic such as cla ssica l or pure
jazz is brought to campus by such
groups as Memorial Union Stu
dent Organization (MUSO), Allied
A rts, and Blue and White.
Unique to SCOPE’ S budget as
compared to other student o r
ganizations is that there is no
salary provision for its officers,
other than $100 for s e c re ta rie s .
The second highest expendi
ture on SCOPE’S proposed budget
is for conferences. This re fe rs to
the National Entertainment Con
ference (NEC) which SCOPE
maintains
will improve
its
chances of avoiding groups that
a re not likely to show up, prove
uncooperative, or will not abide
by the con tract.
SCOPE
also
claim s that
through NEC it can rem ain in
formed on rates charged by v a ri
ous groups and can avoid being
“ taken” by agents.
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Beware the Body Shirt Snatcher!
You’re fair gam e when you w ear

m h a v e an inexpensive car
ibr pem le
w ith expensive taste.

Toyota Corolla Sedan
AND ECONOMY LIKE YOU NEVER
HEARD O ; . 30 MILES TO THE
GALLON

HARRIS MOTORS, INC.
That tricky chick is after your new Van Heusen
Body Shirt! It’s the shirt with perfect body fit, long
pointed collar, two-button cuffs and the newest,
smartest patterns. Keep your Body Shirt on, man,
and keep the Body Shirt Snatcher off your back!

V A N

H E U

IN T41 T

bo

^i Shirt

843 CENTRAL AVENUE
DOVER, N. H. 03820
742-1914

WE’RE HEADQUARTERS
FOR CAMPUS FOOTWEAR!
‘ Largest stock in the area of FAMOUS QUODDY MOCCASINS
‘ Men’s and women’s famous name HIKING
BOOTS incl. Vibram Soles
‘ HARNESS BOOTS — All types - first quality
- save $ld.-to $15.‘ Famous brand — AMERICAN MADE SNEAK
ERS at savings of 40% to 60%
W HY PAY M O R E?

RED'S
Ftter J. (Red) Murray, Prop.

35 BROADWAY

SHO€

ftARN
nntij W##kdayi 9:30 lo 9
Sol. 9 to 9

THE OUTBACK
{ ART AND CRAFT STORE
4 2 V2 Main Street

In Durham

I
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The four classes traditionally
have had a 25<? allocation per
sem ester from SAT.
Several attempts were made to
get the four classes to submit
a budget so that it could be
printed in this special edition.
The only result of these at
tempts was a budget submitted
by Gary P e te rs for the class of
1972,
The budget showed r e 
venues of $650 for the year,
all from an SAT appropriation
and expenses of $1000.
This
would result in a $350 loss.
The $1000 expenses are broken
down into $150 for office sup
plies and $850 for a senior class
outing.

^ i^ A ^ r r

(^ S ~ < ^

0

--

!

'PO J

Students throughout the Uni
versity pay a thirty dollar re c 
reation fee, whether or not they
use any recreational facilities on
campus. The growing number of
commuter students has led some
individuals to question the right
of the University to impose an
earmarked tax on all students,
' i: ; ^ c //S y ^ 'a y 7 < 5 7 ^ since off-campus people use
these facilities less than housed
students do, if at all.
Dr. Gavin C arter explained that
the $15 per sem ester fee was
levied following the results of a
national survey which questioned
the amount of recreation facili
ties students should have avail
able and the amount they should
be required to pay.
” The fee is put into a gen
eral account, a general fund,”
said C a rte r. ” The academic pro
grams here are paid for with
tuition. Recreation, support for
men’s intramural and University
recreation facilities, such as the
tennis courts, are paid for this
way.”
The fee is absorbed into gen
eral revenues for the University.
The athletic departments then
make a budget request for money
they feel will be needed. Requests
year to hire a doctor and install
are not usually fully met by the
24-hour health serv ice.
T re a su re r’ s office, according to
The insurance premium that is
C arter.' He added, ” I don’t know
optional for students does not
what percentage of the general
contribute in any way to Hood
fund comes to us. Thirty dollars
House. Students do not have to
per student is a major source of
have insurance to receive health
revenue. It has been identified
care. The insurance is for any
as a recreation fee and it is only
fees a student might have to pay
natural to expect that a fair
as a result of treatm ent. This
proportion is put into the pro
is outlined in the policy.
gram .”
The complaints continue: Ste
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE was
vens, Howarth and Counseling
unable to obtain the proposed bud
and Testing Service would like
get for the upcoming year from
to hire a full time psychiatrist.
the athletic departments or from
Currently a psychiatrist visits
the T re a su re r’s office,
two mornings a week. Funds for
” Some of the money upon which
conferences and sem inars have
support is derived is used on the
been cut or eliminated altoge
phys. ed. program s, on main
ther. «New things are happen
tenance, and so on,” said C ar
ing, and we can’t go find out
te r. “ There are four categories
about them ,” said Dr. Howarth.
in which support is given: 1)
Counseling and Testing Ser
academic costs, 2) use allow
vice includes six psychologists,
ances, 3) allocations for main
a superintend^t of testing and
tenance costs and 4) allocations
three interns.
Several of the
for g en era expenses.”
psychologists split their time
Dr. Fran ces McPherson, of the
between classroom and the Coun
women’s athletic department,
seling and Testing center.
presented a sim ilar breakdown,
The student affairs office in
“ Fo r the intramural program
cludes Dean Stevens, and three
for 1970-71, we asked for $10,000
assistants.
to run the program as we felt it

Student Services
Students complain about the
waiting lines at Hood House and
the doctors complain about the
lack of funds. Both complaints
are justified.
The five-dollar
service fee added to the tuition
bill this year was to alleviate
problems that prompted com
plaints in Hood House, the Student
Affairs Office and the Counseling
and Testing Service,
Hood House was able to fill
a physician position open for over
a year. With four doctors in
stead of three, perhaps students
do not have to wait so long. Lab
oratory work is contracted to a
private firm , for the first time,
relieving Hood House’s own per
sonnel from going back and forth
to a hoispital.
The Hood House position was
open so long because, as Dr.
Howarth admitted, <*our salary
offers were laughable.” If any
one should quit now, the present
hiring restrictions would make
replacing them practically im
possible.
Unlike many professions, jobs
are plentiful in medical serv ice.

>
3

Recreation Fee
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Dr. Howarth said if salaries
are cut during this finsaneial c r i
sis, some employees might quit.
” They could open an office down
town and be better off.”
The Health Service Advisory
Committee has been instructed
by the Senate to study health
serv ices. Howarth said the com
mittee has been meeting since
November and discussion still
conoerns the formulating of a
health service philosophy, <«My
own guess is that they probably
won’t levy a new fee, not for
next year at le a s t,” commented
Howarth. According to Richard
Stevens, dean of Student Affairs,
the five-dollar fee will be on the
tuition bill next year, but the de
cision on probably increase has
not been made.
Howarth’s own opinion is that
students will eventually have to
pay for health services if they
want them. The demand is not
unusual or harsh. Four of the
six Yankee Conference schools
currently charge a health s e r
vice fee. Keene State initiated
a $10 fee for the first time this

should
be run.” said C arter.
“ This amount of money was need
ed to pay supervisors, equip
ment managers, the intramural
managers and so on.
In our
judgement this is what was need
ed to run an optimum program ,
we didn’t get that whole sum.
For recreation we asked for
$7,000 for building supervisors,
hall checkers and so on. We have
such destruction and security
problems.
We suffer terribly
from theft and destruction. Some
very costly damage is being in
flicted on this building.”
“ The aquatic program was in
the vicinity of $5,000. Student
workers make up a large per
centage of the salaries base.
We couldn’t function intramurals
or the recreation program with
out student support. If we had to
use staff for the swimming area,
for example, it would be pretty
high-paid supervisors.”
The elimination of the phys. ed.
requirement, according to C ar
te r, will not affect the recreation
fee. “ There is no relationship
between the abolition of the phys.
ed. requirement and the re cre a 
tion fee. Equipment and supplies
are separate from the program .
It would be a pretty exorbitant
concept
to designate certain
items for use only by an instruc
tional class and others for use
only for general recreation, al
though we have run into break
age problems with rack ets.”
Looking about his office. C ar
ter said, “ There is a great deal
of finishing to be done in the Field
House: the floors, ceilings, the
faculty locker room is totally
inadequate.”
McPherson pointed out the need
to build a better men’s locker
area in New Hampshire Hall, to
repave some of the tennis courts,
improve the electrical facilities
in New Hampshire Hall and create
a badly-needed field area behind
Snively Arena.
Both adm inistrators acknow
ledged the need for Increased
funds. However, as C arter point
ed out,
“ the fee could be in
creased or decreased, depending,
of course, on the quality of the
program desired.
Without a
fee,” he added, “ we wouldn’t
be able to provide a program for
recreation, . .we still have a
long way to go,”
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The Memorial Union
UNH students paid in $180,000
in Memorial Union fees on their
University bills for the current
year. The money was used first
to pay off the debt on the original
MUB building, constructed in
1957, and for the $1,4 million
new wing built last year, and
second to keep the MUB running
from day to day.
The $180,000 was raised by the
payment of a $25 MUB fee by the
approximately 7200 students at
tending UNH this year. Figures
for revenue from the MUB fee
for the comingyear are not avail
able
as yet. Nor are budget
figures for expected expenses.
So all figures used here are for
the current year, 1970-71.
Fifteen dollars from each fee
goes directly toward debt service
to pay off the money still owed on
the original building and the new
wing, and the remaining $10 goes
toward operation of the building.
The Memorial Union is entire
ly self-supporting, being paid for
by the student MUB fees and by
the operational income of the
building, such as counter sales
and profits on the food down
sta irs. It gets no money from the
state appropriations or tuition
revenues which make up the Uni
versity’ s General Fund,
When the original MUB build
ing was erected in 1957, one-half
of the total $1 million bill was
met by contributions from people
across the state who were in sym
pathy with establishing the MUB
as a memorial to New Hamp
shire’ s war dead. To pay off the
rest of the debt, a MUB fee of
$6 per sem ester or $12 per year,
was set up.
About $65,000 of the income
from this fee was used annually
to
reduce the debt, however
$198,000 still remains to be paid
on the old building.
Then, when the new wing was
added last year, costing $1.4
million, the MUB fee was lifted to
$25 per sem ester. And this year
$108,000, which is equal to $15
per student from his individual
MUB fee, is paid toward the debt
on the old and new parts of the
building. In addition,^ any extra
profit from the operation of the

MUB is added to the debt pay
ment. Debt on the new wing will
not be fully paid until 1991.
The MUB gets no income from
WENH-TV,
Channel 11, which
gets free use of their studios
on the bottom floor of the Union
building.
The budget for operating the
Memorial Union including all fa
cilities except the food service
and the games area downstairs,
is prepared by MUB D irector
Wayne Justham. Expenses this
year were $118,793.
Stocking the main desk just
inside the entrance of the MUB
cost $30,000. Salaries came to
$47,168. This figure was used to
pay the MUB D irector, A ssist
ant D irector Rick Veno, a night
manager, a coordinator of a c
tivities, a secretary and book
keeper injustham ’s office, ahead
receptionist at the main desk and
one graduate assistant.

Expenses outside of games
Labor,
including extra re 
ceptionists and some custodial
help to assist the Service Depart
ment, cost $13,400. Supplies,
paying for the services of police
men and firemen at dances in
addition to things such as pen
cils,
paper and phone use,
amounted to $9,000, Travel cost
$1,200, additional furniture for
the new wing $15,000, and fringe
benefits
to MUB employees
$3,025. This gives the total of
$118,793 for MUB expenses out
side the games area.
Revenues for 1970-71 totaled
$125,000 for a profit of $5,207.
$72,000 in revenue came from
$10 out of each MUB fee paid by
7200 students. A $2 MUB fee
paid by 2000 summer students
earned $4000. Service revenue
from
the rental of rooms to
groups amounted to $12,000. And
another $36,000 was brought in by
counter sales at the main desk.
The budget for the games area
was prepared by Assistant MUB
D irector Rick Veno. Income was
$30,000 and expenses $19,111, for
a profit of $10,889, which was
then paid toward the debt on the
building. Expenses were $4,941 to
pay the salaries of two regular
people (there will be only one

The $1V4 million addition to the Union.
next year), plus $4,600 to pay
additional labor. Supplies, such
as new bowling or billiard balls
cost $2,850 and equipment, most
ly bowling machines, accounted
for another $3,720.

Profit goes toward debt
The profits and the expenses
for both the games area and the
rest of the Union did not include
figures for the food service which
is run independently. At the end
of the year, any profit from the
food area is also contributed to
ward servicing the debt.
Total figures for the MUB bud
get, including the food service,
for the year 1969-70 can be
found in the University’s Finan
cial Statement for that year. The
total figure, indicating both total
revenue and total expenditures,
was $390,344.63.
Expenditures were divided into
three categories. Salaries, in
cluding payment of both regular
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notices free of charge for any non-profit
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limitations Bulletin Board notices can be
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FOUND
An earring was found in front of Hitch
cock, and it may be claimed at TH E
NEW HAMPSHIRE office, room 151 of
the Union.

L IF E STUDIES FILM
The Life Studies Program will sponsor
a film, “Far from Vietnam” April 26, at
4, 7 and 9 p.m. in SSC, room 4.

SOCIOLOGY EXAMS
Senior comprehensive exams in sociolo
gy will be given April 26, from 1 to 5
p.m. in room 17 of the Spaulding Life
Science Building.

RHAC
There will be a general RHAC meet
ing tonight at 7 p.m., in the Carroll
Room of the Union. On the agenda is
the election of officers.

UNHITE
UNHITE is sponsoring a meeting
Thursday, April 22 at 7:30 p.m. in Wolfe
House on Ballard Street. Discussion at
the meeting will concern the May Day
litter pick-up activiities. The meeting is
open to the public.

NHOC SKI CLUB
The NHOC Ski Club will conduct
elections tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Graf
ton Room of the Union.

SIDORE LECTURE SERIES
Sidore Lecture Series is sponsoring a
Symposium on Southern Africa, Wednes

day and Thursday. See schedule on page
12.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Dr. William McKeachie of the Univer
sity of Michigan will speak on “Student
Characteristics, Teaching Methods, and
Learning,” Thursday, April 22, at 3:30
p.m. in the Hillsboro-Sullivan Room of
the Union.

DAY CARE CENTER AUCTION
The third annual Spring Auction of the
Newmarket Day Care Center will be
conducted June 19, and collections have
been started for articles which can be
sold for the benefit of the children of
the Center.
Arrangements for pick-up can be
made by calling 659-5355, or items may
be left at the home of Thomas Bernier,
Lang’s Lane, Newmarket, any afternoon,
evening, or weekend.

AEGIS CONTEST
Anyone wishing to submit entries to
Aegis’ writing and photography contest,
bring them to the Union main desk or
Room HOC. Poetry: 1st prize $25., 2nd
prize $15., 3rd prize $10. Short Stories:
1st prize $25. Essay: 1st prize $15. Photo
graphy: 1st prize $10. Deadline is to
morrow.

ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB
The annual Little Royal Livestock
Show will be April 25 at 9:00 a.m. in the
Putnam Pavilion. It is open to the public.
Animals are still available to any student
in the two or four year school.

“ROARING 20’S ”
The Red Cross Blood Bank will spon
sor a “Roaring 20’s” blood bank April 26,
27, 28, and 29 in the Multi-Purpose
Room of the Union. Permission slips for
those 18-21 are available in the housing
units and at the Memorial Union desk.

SPANISH TABLE

Spanish Table meets Tuesdays ana
Fridays in Stillings Dining Hall from
12-1. Those who do not eat regularly at
Stillings can obtain a free lunch ticket
from the Spanish and Classics Depart
ment.

DINING HALL MENUS
Interested students are invited to taste
foods and help plan menus Thursdays at
2:00 in the experimental kitchen. Stillings
Hall. For further details contact RHAC
office, extension 21346.

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONFERENCE
All faculty, graduate, and undergradu
ate students in any major are invited to a
Psychological Conference at the New
England Center on April 24. The key
note address is by Dr. William
McKeachie of the University of Michi
gan. Registration fee is $1.50

MICROBIOLOGY LECTU RE
Dr. Gueh-Djen Hsiung of the Veterans
Administration
H ospital
and
Yale
Medical School will give the third
microbiology visiting scientist lecture
April 22 at 4 p.m. in Room 17 of the
Spaulding Life Science Building. Dr.
Hsiung, one of the country’s leading vir
ologists, will speak on “Herpes Virus and
Cancer in Man.”

SPIRITUALITY CONFERENCE
A five-session course entitled “Explora
tions into Human Emotions and Spiritual
ity” is being offered by the Reverend
William Tucker of Dover. The course
will run on Thursday afternoons from
3:30 to 5:30 in the Hexagonal Room of
the Whittemore School, starting Thurs
day, April 22. The first meeting will fo
cus on the film, “This Solitude through
which I pass is I,” and a discussion of it
will follow.

help plus hourly labor, came to
$132,544.95. Supplies, including
food supplies, counter supplies,
lights and heat, plus debt pay
ment (of $101,900), cost $251,
956.08. $5,833.60 was also spent
on new equipment. Expenditures
on the food service, a figure not
included in either Justham ’s bud
get or Veno’ s budget, amounted
to $187,278. in 1969-70.
Of the $390,344.63 in total
expenditures, about $175,000 of it

photo by Conroy

came in MUB fees paid by stu
dents for 1969-70, and the rest
from other MUB income. The
total
expenditure figure for
1970-71, when the food service
figures are in, will be compiled
for the current year’s financial
statement. They will probably be
just in excess of $400,000 and
the portion contributed from stu
dent MUB fees will be slightly
higher due to a small increase in
the student population.

Senate Elections
Senate elections will take place on Wednesday and
Thursday, April 21 and April 22,
1971. Voting for dormi
tory residents will be held in the individual dorms from
11-1 and 4 -6 each day. Voting for commuters will take place
in the Union, in the Social Science Center and in Kingsbury
from 11-2; and at the Library from 7-10 each day. Voting
for fraternities and sororities will take place from 4 -6
each day at the individual fraternity and sorority houses.
All dorms that are not having elections this spring will have
elections during the fall. At that time any empty seats will
be filled.
The following students are running for the University
Senate:
NAME
AREA
DISTRICT
NUMBER
No Candidate
North Congreve,
1
McLaughlin
No Candidate
Scott, Smith
2
Paul McGarr
So. Congreve, Inter
3
national House
Donna Murphy
Je ssie Doe, Stoke
4
Ann Pearsons
n (1 & 2)
Bonny Sylvester
Hetzel,
Fairchild
5
Christensen (Women) Carol Chapman
6
Diane Deugenio
7
Devine
Brenda B ra cii
Elizabeth Foley
Hitchcock, Randall
8
NETS*
9
East, West
NETS
Hubbard
10
NETS
Englehardt, Alexander Charles Puksta
11
Mark Reisman
12
Hunter, Gibbs
Ken Relihan
Sawyer, Lord
Matthew Tassey
13
Paul
Tosi
14
Stoke I
John Lindbloom
15
Stoke I
16
Stoke II (3-8)
Karen Nixon
17
Sororities
Bette Katsekas
M erril Turner
Fraternities
18 & 19
Ken Nelligan
Christensen (Men)
20
No Candidate
Life Sci. & A gri.,
41
TSAS
Richard Lepene
Technology
42
John T arrant
Steve Johnson
Whittemore
43
No
Candidate
Health Studies
44
Carolyn Beebe
45-49
Liberal Arts
Gary Colbath
June Durnell
Becky Mahood
Gary P eters
Lenny Warburton
Diane Witte
♦No Election This Spring

J

Ingersoll battles for tenured position in sociology
by Gary Gilmore
Richard Ingersoll, an assis
tant professor of Sociology, is
40 years old, has a family, and
is fighting to retain his posi
tion with the University which he
has held for six years.
It is the policy of the Univer
sity to grant tenure after six
years of teaching or to release
the professor involved on a one
year notice.
With tenure, an assistant pro
fessor is usually promoted to
associate professor.
The Fa
culty and Staff Handbook states
the qualifications for promotion
as;
“ an associate professor
shall have completed formal ad
vanced study, have had several
years of successful teaching ex
perience, and have shown evi
dence of professional develop
ment and scholarly interest as
reflected in research or other
individual creative effort.”
Monday, Ingersoll was offic
ially notified of his release. He
does not know why. He feels it
is a clear cas6 of “ personal
animosity.”
Murray Straus, department cochairman, would make no com
ment on the case, but did say it
was an agonizing decision re
quiring many departmental mee
tings.
Among many people who know
him, there is strong support for
Ingersoll. He has seemingly ful
filled the functions of the pos
ition while less competent tea
chers, less involved assistant
professors, have been given ten
ure.
Students, however, can not
fairly determine or effectively
evaluate a teacher’ s worth based
on their experiences with him in
the classroom, or so believes

Richard Ingersoll

t Ii E n e w

the majority of administration
and faculty on campus. The stu
dent, so goes the argument, has
not yet attained the perspective
to measure a teacher’ s worth.
In a poll conducted by grad
uate student Larry French, Ing
ersoll was ranked by graduating
sociology majors as the second
best teacher in the department.
Every test conducted within the
Sociology Department has ranked
Ingersoll “ always above aver
age, usually far above average”
according to Richard Dewey, pro
fessor of sociology. “ He’ s not
the world’ s most exciting tea
cher, but he’ s close to the best,”
said Dewey.
“ His courses are really hard
but he does it so well you don’ t
mind,” said Michael Painchaud,
a
senior
sociology
major.
“ There’ s a lot of structure but
it’ s flexible. He’ s the best tea
cher I’ ve ever had.”
This seems to be the general
attitude of the students, but one
which has been greatly ignored
by the department.
“ Teaching roles should be the
acquisition and dissemination of
knowledge,” said Ingersoll. “ In
stead this ideal has been trans
formed into one of maintaining
equilibrium, creating a stable
system even at the expense of
the University’ s goals.”
Ingersoll’ s service qualifica
tions include being chairman of
the Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee for the past five
years. He has also been a con
sultant to the New Hampshire
Program on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse for the past five years,
going unpaid the first two years.
He is a member of the execu
tive board of the New England
Institute on Alcohol Study, and

h A M D S h iR E
Durham, N.H.
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B o n n e r lo o k s f o r w a r d to U N H p r e s i d e n cy
by Marcia Powers
and Regan Robinson
(E D IT O R ’S NO TE) This is the
first of a three part series of artic
les on the University’s incoming
president, Dr. Thomas N. Bonner,
currentiy vice president and pro
vost of academic affairs at the
University of Cincinnati. Two re
porters spent two days in Cincin
nati this week interviewing stu
dents, facuity, administrators, and
Dr. Bonner.

Dr. Thomas N. Bonner, pres
ident elect of the University, is
looking forward to his arrival
here July 1, despite the unwel
coming response led by the Man
chester Union Leader and Fos
ter’ s Daily Democrat.
Administrators, faculty, and
students interviewed at the Uni
versity of Cincinnati, where Bon
ner served as vice president and
provost of academic affairs, re
acted in Bonner’ s favor to the op
position voiced since his appoint-

ment as president.
Gene Lewis, chairman of the
university senate and professor
of history*at UC, said, “ Any
reporter can come into any com
munity and find those who op
pose any leader.”
“ If what the University is look
ing for is someone who has no
record behind him, they are look
ing for a bland leader.”
Responding to accusations that
Bonner was ultra-liberal Lewis
said that Bonner was politically
iii u J e r a le

Absenteeism kills SAT vote
The student caucus failed to
reach a quorum last night to
vote on student activity tax ap
propriations.
The caucus was scheduled to
vote on appropriations for eight
student organizations totalling
$133,700 following an open for
um Wednesday night.
According to by-laws of the
caucus, each budget must be ap
proved by 2/3 of the 30 mem
ber legislative body. Only 17
caucus members and two pro
xies were present.
Rich
Schumacher,
caucus
chairman said he was “ very dis
appointed” at the Caucus turnout.
He also said only seven cau

cus members attended the open
forum Wednesday night. The for
um was designed to provide in
put into the caucus on the stu
dent activity tax budgets.
According to Schumacher, the
following districts were not rep
resented by a senator or legal
proxy at last night’ s meeting:
Hubbard, Englehardt, Technology
commuters. Stoke women. North
Congreve, Lord, Sawyer, Agri
culture commuters, Hunter and
Gibbs. Liberal Arts commuters
were represented by only three
of their five representatives.
The meeting was re-scheduled
for Tuesday, April 27 at 7 p.m.

and

added,

"lie

hao

in no way played either to the
Right or the Left.”
Larry Bonhaus, a student uni
versity senator said, “ Tom Bon
ner is not an ultra-liberal by any
means, that he is definitely pro
gressive and open-minded. After
knowing him for four years, I
was unable to draw a distinction
between a person being liberal
and one being progressive.”
“ If they (critics) are calling
him a radical then they are
certainly confusing being radical
and being courageous,” Bonhaus
said.
“ I’ ve never heard Bonner at
tempt to politicize anything,”
said Dr. Richard B. Baker, di
rector of community relations
at UC.
“ I know he feels a
university should not take a pol-

Ureneck chosen editor-in-chief

by Warren Watson
Staff Reporter
Lou Ureneck, a wavy-haired
junior from Toms River, New
Jersey, was recently selected
as the new editor-in-chief of
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE at a
recent Board of Governors mee
ting. Ureneck, who succeeds sen
ior Jonathan Hyde, assumes his
official duties on April 30, and
will head all publishing opera
tions for a full year.
The
Board of Governors’
choice of Ureneck culminates
several weeks of searching for
a new editor-in-chief. The board
closed all applications for the
position
last
Friday,
and
the newspaper’ s policy-making
group made its decision late
Saturday afternoon. The new ed
itor’ s staff appointments for
1971-72 were not complete at
press time.
A slender six-footer with a
gregarious smile, the soft-spo
ken Ureneck views the newspap
er as the most viable vehicle of
campus
change and reform.
“ There’ s a lot of talent here,
both on the newspaper staff and
in the University at large,” Ur
eneck said. “ My goal is to ‘mar
shall it into a newspaper pro
duct based on quality; a product
that will be literally and poli
tically responsive to a changing
campus scene, and a product
that will be a source of reform .”
Ureneck, elaborating on cru
cial community problems, be
lieves the University’ s budgetary
crisis in the legislature is the
most pressing issue facing the
campus. “ If the proposed bud
get is cut, somebody’ s got to suf
fer, and it’ s going to be the stu
dent,” the new editor maintained.
“ Our policy will have to be flex
ible to the implications of this
crisis.”
Now an English literature ma
jor at the University, Ureneck

Lou Ureneck
was educated in New Jersey
schools and originally decided
to come to UNH to study fores
try.
“ That didn’t last long,”
he said, smiling. “ I switched
from that during my summer or
ientation. In the course of three
years. I’ve hopped from forestry
to biology, from biology to zoo
logy, and finally to English lit,”
he continued.
“ But I’ ve found
what I want; English is a good
background for the journalism
field I plan to pursue.”
As a freshman, Ureneck be
came a member of Kappa Sigma
fraternity. He served as its pres
ident last semester, coordinat
ing household and activity pro
jects.
One of his fraternity
brothers termed Ureneck as “ a
helluva hard worker, a good pres
ident.” Indeed, this personal es
timation is not unlike one given
by one of his fellow newspaper
staff members, “ Lou’ s as con
scientious as they come. He
always digs, and really resear
ches any assignment he’ s given,
whether it be trivia or something

big.”
One of Ureneck’ s goals as THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE editor is to
establish a news magazine to ap
pear concurrently with the re
gular bi-weekly publication. “ My
ideas are still sketchy on this,
but I hope to get a monthly mag
azine off the ground,” he said.
“ It would have longer features,
more in-depth analysis, and
would develop a style of its
own.”
As far as THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE itself is concerned, the
new editor hopes to preserve
“ the fine writing style and strong
productions efforts that have been
developed before me.” Addition
ally, Ureneck hopes to give ad
ded stress to art work and graph
ics. “ I want to make the paper
more visual,” he suggested.
Besides his writing avocation
both on the paper and in the
classroom, Ureneck enjoys rea
ding as a hobby. “ I happen to
like reading and writing and all
those corny things,” he quip
ped.
“ But you’ d have to say
fishing is also one of my favor
ite pastimes.”
Ureneck balks at any effort to
categorize himself politically,
and sets his own style in his ac
tions.
“ I like to judge things
on the basis of fair play,” he
contended.
“ That can be hard
at times though, especially when
issues get complicated,”
As his term of office approa
ches, Ureneck is enthusiastic
about his new position. “ I have
plans, but need more interesting
and talented people to accom
plish them,” he said.
But the singular young man;
student, writer, and sometime
fisherman, retains a certain cau
tiousness.
“ At the moment I
still have a clean slate as edi
tor of this paper. Well, let’ s
see, for seven mor. f’ ays any
way.”

itical stance.”
Baker said he was aware that
Bonner was a democrat but said,
“ This guy has never brought
politics into his job. He doesn’ t
think that way.”
In a statement issued this week
to the news media, Bonner said,
“ Since leaving the Third Army
in 1946, I have spent 25 years
preparing for the kind cf lead
ership responsibilities I expect
to carry out in Durham. Only
one of those 25 years was spent
in

an u n c u o o o c c f u l

v o n in r o

in to

politics. I am an educator now
and expect to remain so.
Two professors at UC feel it
is incorrect to align Bonner so
closely with anti-war views held
by Senator McGovern, with whom
Bonner served as administrative
aid ten years ago. Lewis said
“ He remained hawkish on the
Vietnam war up until 1968. The
Union Leader is using a McCar
thy trick. . .guilt by association.
It is a basic injustice to Bon
ner.” Dabney Parks Jr., assis
tant professor of history, con
tends that Bonner’ s alleged siding
with McGovern’ s views on the war
“ is a totally ridiculous connec
tion for people to make.”
Students, faculty, and adminis
trators interviewed commented
on Bonner’ s new position with
respect to his role as an ad
ministrator at UC for four years.
A Cincinnati coed, who knows
Bonner both as a teacher and
administrator,
said “ for any
school he will be an asset.”
Artie Cohn, student govern
ment vice president said, “ I
think Bonner will be great for
UNH.”

has been involved in three task
forces as well as other state and
community projects.
Several studies of his conduc
ted during this time, were pub
lished, but his research is more
applied than “ pure.”
He has
not published in the American
Sociologist Review of the other
major journals which are favor
ites of research sociologists.
Currently Ingersoll is teach
ing five courses, two requested
by students. Ingersoll explained,
“ Since I was 21, I wanted to be
a teacher, I enjoy research but
not at student expense.”
“ He (Ingersoll) is one of the
relatively few college professors
primarily interested in the un
dergraduate and not in personal
aggrandisements through publi
cations,” remarked Dewey.
“ I’ve talked to every teacher
in the department and all would
say he is a good teacher.
I
could find no prejudices against
him. It’ s something other than
an objective basis for their an
tipathy for Ingersoll, it’ s not
on the basis of his ability,” said
Dewey, “ no question about it, he’ s
getting screwed by the depart
ment, legally and morally.”
In “ anonymous” evaluations
submitted by the members of the
department, various
charges
were brought against Ingersoll.
In one, a professor wrote that
Ingersoll should be fired for
advising two students “ wrong.”
The evaluation did not include
who or how.
“ The greatest weakness of the
department is the internal pol
itics,” said Ingersoll, “ A lot
is done by cliques undercover at
the exclusion of several mem
bers of the department. When a
member talks of teamwork in the
department, he is talking in terms
of cliques, not of the whole de
partment.”
“ People talk of UNH as a
university community.
In no
sense is it a community. This
is an aggregate of individuals
not committed to each other,”
continued Ingersoll.
“ I wish
that among faculty intellectual
disagreements,
each
faculty
member could be secure enough
in himself so that he doesn’ t
fe^l threatened when another dis
agrees.”
“ It’ s no secret that this de
partment has been ripped apart
and it’ s all of our doing,” re
marked Dewey.
“ It should be
able to tolerate an honest dif
ference of opinion, but there
are people within the depart- '
ment who want only one view
point stressed and won’ t toler

ate the other. Frequently this
is because that other person
doesn’ t kow that much.”
Dean Nielson
“ I’ m sort of curious what he
(Melville Nielson, acting dean
of Liberal Arts) would say. . .
we’ re best of friends, actual
ly I’ m probably closer to him
than anyone on campus,” said
Ingersoll.
Friendship
aside,
Nielson
would make no comment. “ What
right do you have in asking me
about one of my faculty? Don’ t
you think it’ s kind of strange
for you to ask this of me?
Wouldn’t you think it improper
for a person in my position to
discuss faculty members under
him in his own college?” queried
Dean Nielson.
This response was followed
by several more “ not approp
riate” answers, although the
questions ranged from a general
familiarity with the man to whe
ther this particular incident, In
gersoll being fired, had aroused
more than a usual amount of in
terest.
Nielson said that any response
was inappropriate in regard to
his position.
However, before
leaving he reaffirmed his friend
ship with Ingersoll, “ Yes, he is
my friend. . .don’ t get me wrong;
he is my friend.” Then with a
grin, sitting back in his office
chair, “ I am sorry I couldn’ t
help you more, but. . .”
This was the general respon
se from department members.
No one wants to talk about it.
Richard Downs, associate pro
fessor of sociology, spoke quiet
ly,
often quite emotionlessly.

somewhat tired and very appre
hensive. “ You can’ t expect pe
ople to say everything, to be frank
with you. There are some things
you want to keep to yourself. If
I and everyone else in the de
partment were to say everything
we felt about an issue, then
there would be chaos. Privacy
and mutual respect are positive
values.”
Fred Samuels, associate pro
fessor, refused to comment, say
ing, “ The department is going
through agony; to understand the
situation you have to live with it
for years.”
Professor Stuart Palmer, As
sociate Professor Arnold Linsky,
and Assistant Professor Howard
Shapiro, all of the Sociology De
partment, also would make no
comment on the issue.
Richard Ingersoll’ s own exper
ience and teachings have gone
past the limitations others in his
department have wanted to place
upon him. He has hired a law
yer and is thinking of taking le
gal action against the Univer
sity because he feels he has
been unfairly treated.
“ Twelve years ago I could not
have fought it for three or four
years and still maintained my
sanity. It would have been im
possible then to continually ques
tion yourself and think you might
be right when few agreed, but
with student involvement and ev
erything that’ s been published
on the incompetencies of the
system, I still can hold to my
beliefs,”
Ingersoll explained.
“ There is something drastically
wrong with the university sys
tem.”

Publish o r Perish F u n d
A group of students concerned
with recent decisions in the So
ciology Department regarding
promotion and tenure, have for
med an organization called the
Publish or Perish Fund. Two
professors were affected: one
was not promoted, the other de
nied tenure. The group is as
king students and faculty who dis
agree with the decisions to con
tribute five dollars to the fund.
The group wants to show dis
pleasure via the amount of mon
ey donated. According to a sen
ior sociology major, “ The mon
etary sacrifice represents tan
gible proof of commitment on the
part of the students.” He added,
“ It is also given to try to show
the department the students would

like to try and make some re
parations for the acts commit
ted by the department.”
The
fund will be relinquished to the
professors for their personal
use, in an attempt to compen
sate for the loss of income.
According to one of the organ
izers, the professors have no
knowledge of the collection.
The group is also seeking let
ters from all concerned students,
whether in support of the de
cisions or disagreeing with them
in an attempt to provide a ve
hicle for communications.
The fund has a goal of $1,000
by May 1. Contributions should
be mailed to The Publish or
Perish Fund, P.O. Box 95, Dur
ham, N.H. 03824.

M o y n iha n talks on political crises
by Dick Nelson
Staff Reporter
Accoramg to oaniei P a t r i c k
Moynihan, the American politi
cal system is being snowed un
der by crises, and as a result
it is losing its power to get
anything accomplished.
Moynihan presented a talk en
titled “ The Political Aspects of
Crises” to a full audience in
the Multi-Purpose Room Tues
day afternoon as the latest guest
in the Spaulding Distinguished
Lecture Series. Moynihan is a
specialist on Urban Affairs in
President Nixon’ s Cabinet, and
was previously an economic ad
visor to Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson.
“ There are only so many prob
lems a iiolitical system can deal
with,” lie said. He explained
that to go beyond the system’ s
capacity is likely to overload the
political situation and make the
government ineffective in dealing
with any of its problems.
He said the news media is
responsible for bringing up these
crises and keeping them before
the attention of the government
and the public.
“ The media have become the

Parks commented that 95 per
cent of all university presidents
are bad. Parks said that he would
place Bonner in the top 5 per
cent although he said there are
some better presidents.
Jim Fargher, a former student
of Bonner’ s at the University of
Omaha and an instructor of com
munications at UC said, “ Bon
ner is a giant in higher edu
cation.”
Campbell Crockett, .director
of the institute for research and
training in higher education said,
“ He is not trying to run a one
man show.
Administrators at
New Hampshire are going to
find he’ s a straight shooter. When
he delegates authority, they’ ve
got to be on the ball.”

The University Senate aban
doned its regular agenda to ap
prove two proposals Monday af
ternoon.
The first proposal read that
students remained responsible
for academic work including
reading period and final exams
despite involvement in events
concerning the war in Indochina.
The second resolution congra
tulated the Presidential Search
Committee and the Board of
Trustees on the selection of Dr.
Thomas N. Bonner as the fif
teenth president of UNH.

Dr. Edward Mearns, dean of
the law school, said “ You’ re
relying on a man with human
qualities any school would want
to use.”
Baker said that Bonner has
ambitions for the University and
not for himself.
“ He’ ll give
every bit of his being to the Un
iversity. He’ s that kind of man
here.”
Bonhaus said, “ most deans ad
minister departments. Tom Bon
ner administers people.”
William R. Nester, vice pro
vost for student affairs, said,
“ Bonner has confidence in him
self and thus he is not easily
threatened.”

The Senate spent one half hour
discussing the proper wording
of the congratulatory note to the
trustees and the Search Com
mittee. In desperation the Sen
ate sent senators out of the
room for forty-five minutes to
produce the right wording. The
proposal passed unanimously.
The Senate defeated aproposal
to send the Bonner resolution to
United States Senator Norris Cot
ton, a recent critic of Bonner’ s
appointment.
Filling the intervening 45 min
utes before approval of the Bon
ner resolution were two propo
sals of the Senate Standing Com
mittee on Curriculum. The first

nation’ s critics and, as critics,
no political administration, no
matter how hard it tries, wil
satisfy them.”
He contended
that no matter how many prob
lems the government was able
to solve, the media would al
ways generate new crises for
it to face.
Moynihan cited pollution as an
instance of the media’ s power to
focus attention on a problem,
creating a crisis.
“ The dire and immediate con
sequences of pollution are es
sentially a question of new know
ledge,” he explained. He said
there had always been problems
with the environment, but few
realized how bad they were un
til the media focused on them.
He hinted that exposure in the
media might depict the problems
as more “ dire and immediate”
than they actually are.
To put today’ s problem in per
spective, he pointed out that the
people of New York City had to
walk through horse dung in their
main streets less than a cen
tury ago, and as a result the
city was constantly plagued with
cholera. So Moynihan isn’ t pan
icking over Mayor Lindsay’ s fail-

Senate supports Bonner

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE will not publish an
edition Tuesday, April 27 since printing facil
ities are not avaiiabie on Monday, a state hoiiday.

would change Math 425-426 to a
credit-fail course and the second
would implement the 4-4 system
in replacement of the present
4-R.
Debating the change of Math
425-426 (Calculus) were several
Senators who said that this would
be detrimental to pre-med stu
dents. It was also remarked that
most students in engineering
should take the course for a grade
as most graduate schools do not
approve of the pass-fail cour
ses. In defense of the proposal
it was shown that students would
need at least an 80 per cent on
tests to pass, although they would
be allowed to take tests over.
The Curricula committee also
proposed the adoption of the 4-4
plan with 14 weeks of classes
and 2 weeks for exams to be
implemented fully in the 19721973 academic year. Classes
would start earlier with the first
semester ending before Christ
mas and second semester early
in May.
The Student Welfare Commit
tee also presented several pro
posals, the one drawing greatest
attention would allow Senate stan
ding committees to increase their
capacity “ by adding non-Senate
members in numbers not to ex
ceed 50 per cent of its Senate
membership. ”
The proposal
drew rapid fire culminating with
Assistant Dean Melville Nielson
questioning why the proposal
came from the Student Welfare
Committee.

ure to clean up the nation’ s lar
gest city, although it had been one
of his campaign pledges five
years ago.
Throughout his talk, Moynihan
threaded the theme that panicing or the creation of a crisis
is the worst way for a country
to face its big problems.
It was Moynihan who recently
let slip the phrase “ benign ne
glect” as the best way to deal
with America’ s black problem,
causing quite a stir in the media.
While avoiding that infamous
catch-phrase, Moynihan again
drew on his philosophy of be
nign neglect as the best policy
when dealing with school integ
ration in the South.
He said most of the accom
plishments in this area came about by avoiding situations of
crisis. He said there was now
virtual unity among black and
white pupils in Southern schools,
and that “ this would not have
come about in an atmosphere of
crisis.”
At the end of the lecture, how
ever, several members of the
audience revealed disagreement
with Moynihan’ s theory. Their
feeling was that school deseg
regation was actually one crisis
after another for several years,
and that this was the only way
in which present gains were ever
accomplished.
In a half-hour question period
following his talk, Moynihan’ s
theory was also challenged by
Kenneth Relihan, vice-presiden
tial candidate in the student body
elections last December. Relihan
asked whether this theory might
not be a device which the Nixon
administration hoped to use to
free themselves from criticism
while pursuing the policy they
had decided on, particularly in
regard to the environment and
the war in Indochina.
Moynihan denied this. He said
that Nixon, for example, had done
more than any other president to
improve the environment. How
ever he never directly answered
the question as it applied to the
war in Vietnam.
Recently some members of
the
University
c o m m u n ity
have been approached by per
sons faiseiy ciaiming to be re
porters or photographers from
THE NEW HAM PSHIRE. If you
have any doubts about some
one claiming to be from this
newspaper, we suggest you
ask to see a press card, or cail
THE NEW HAM PSHIRE office
(862-1490) for vaiidation.
The Editors
Pre-registration for faii sem
ester begins Monday and runs
untii May 7. Tim e and Room
Schedules will be available at
the
R egistrar’s
O ffic e
in
Thompson Hall. New catalog
ues have not yet arrived but
are expected soon.
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MUSO sponsors
a Political Symposium
by Verne Crosier
Staff Reporter
Next week
“ the Establish
ment” will receive criticism of
what it has accomplished or fail
ed to accomplish. Next week is
Political SymposiumWeek, spon
sored by the Memorial Union
Student Organization, and both
“ left” and “ right” plan to ex
press their dissatisfaction with
government.
Bill Schultz, spokesman for
MUSO, explained that Political
Week’ s intent was to present a
forum of politics, a spectrum,
“ The
schedule will hopefully
force people to question for them
selves, to test the black/white
myths of conservative and liber
al,” he said.
Schultz explained that he and
Sue Potter, vice-president of
MUSO, had organized the “ lib
eral”
presentations
and the
Young Americans for Freedom
President, John Tarrant, had or
ganized the “ conservative” pre
sentation for the week.
“ There will be a lot of tapes,
films, and workshops,” Schultz
said. “ What we’ re hoping is that
people
will stay and discuss
things with other people.”
Schultz denied that the purpose
of Political Week was to respond
to state newspaper criticism of
unbalanced speaker platforms at
UNH. He said there was an aura
of unbalanced speaker platforms
here, but state newspaper critic
ism was not a factor in organiz
ing Political Week.
The purpose of Political Week,
according to Schultz, is that there
is a real need for conscious
political thinking on campus. He
said if people are going to be con
cerned with politics, they had
better be pretty sure where the
opposition conscience was.
John Tarrant did not agree
wholly with Schultz. He said that
Political Week is in part a re
action to state newspaper critic
ism of speaker platforms.

The purpose of YAF’ s par
ticipation is to express to a
large number of students the
philosophy of the New Right,
and hopefully to encourage stu
dents to work within the sys
tem, Tarrant explained.
“ The system is sick,” Tar
rant said in explaining YAF’ s
philosophy. “ But I think it can
be changed by normal non-violent
means.”
Tarrant went on to
explain that he hoped that Politic
al Week would show people that
“ liberals” and the YAF have
many causes in common.
Tarrant said he hoped to get a
thoughtful reaction from the stu
dents. “ I want the students to
see that there is another view
point.”
Sue Potter said that Political
Week expands students’ thinking
that MUSO only brings in cul
tural and entertainment events.
“ It adds to the scope of what
MUSO can do.”
“ It can be very important to
foster an awareness of what is
happening in politics,” Potter
said,
“ and what is happening
in the Left and Right so people can
decide about things that are hap
pening to them in this country.”
“ I believe that the Left has
more to offer in new ideas and
for change,” Potter commented.
She said now was a good time for
Political Week so students would
be able to handle decisions in
May.
Potter said in reference to
plans for the demonstrations,
“ It is important that they have
an idea of what they’ re doing in
Washington.”

C o o l - A id
for help

868-5600

N o b e l P r iz e w i n n e r f o s p e a k Thurs.
about three million copies. To
the charge that regular editions
are made possible through the
help of his graduate students, he
retorted, “ I change every page
myself. I’ m like Oscar Wilde.
T spend a morning putting in a
comma, and an afternoon taking
it out.”
Samuelson has been an advisor
to President Kennedy and P resi
dent Johnson.
Lately he has
emerged as one of the present
administration’ s foremost crit

Paul A. Samuelson, 1970Nobel
Prize-winner in Economics, will
speak on “ The Economic Future
Revealed” at Johnson Theater
Thursday at 3 p.m.
The Swedish Royal Academy
of Sciences last October awarded
its Nobel Prize to Samuelson “ for
the scientific work through which
he has developed static and
dynamic
economic theory and
actively contributed to raising the
level of analysis in economic sci
ence.” His reputation firmly es
tablished since he graduated PhD
from Harvard in 1941, Samuelson
has, in the words of Prof. Rudberg of the Board of Directors
of the Nobel Foundation, “ achiev
ed results which now rank among
the classical theories of econom
ics.”
Among students of economics
he is known worldwide for his
textbook “ Economics: An Intro
ductory Analysis.” First pub
lished in 1948, the book had eight
editions. It has been translated
into over a dozen languages, in
cluding Russian, and has sold

Explore to
be available

“ Explore,” UNH’ s student-or
ganized teacher-course evalua
tion magazine, will be available
next week. Made up of information
from
student questionnaires
about 400 and 500 level courses,
“ Explore” may be picked up at
the Registrar’ s Office with the
'Time and Room Schedule, to aid
in pre-registration for next se
mester.
Questionnaires will soon be
distributed for next year’ s issue
of “ Explore.” Students are asked
to fill them out completely, and
in pencil, to facilitate evaluation.
Anyone with comments, critic
ism, or questions about “ Ex
plore” should visit the Student
Publishing Organization, Room
HOC
of the Union,
or call
862-2486 for more information.

Truman Solverud, Manager of
the Eastern Area of the Americ
an National Red Cross, will give
a talk on “ Career Opportunities
for Youth in the American Red
C ross” Thursday, April 29, at
2 p.m. in Room 301 of the Social
Science Center.
The address is part of the agen
da of an official visit to the Dur
ham Chapter of the American
Red Cross
that Solverud
is
making at the invitation of Dr.
Nobel K. Peterson, Chairman of
the Board of Directors. In addi
tion to meeting with Chapter of
ficials, and to presenting the
public address, Solverud will
share in the activities of the
fourth day of the blood drawing.
Mid-afternoon,
Solverud
is
scheduled to look in on the Red
Cross bloodmobile in the Mem
orial Union to meet and visit with
UNH students and residents of
Durham who, as volunteers and
donors, work together to make the
Durham Chapter’ s Red Cross
blood program one of the best in
th eastern area.
A graduate of St. Olaf College
in Northfield, Minnesota and the
School ofSocial Service Adminis
tration of the University of Chi
cago, Solverud has served as a
member of the Red Cross staff
for more than thirty-five years.
He became manager of the East
ern Area of the American Na
tional Red Cross in 1959. Previ-

1 p.m.

2 p.m.

Strafford Rm.
GEORGE GORDON (NH Legislature): Mr. Gordon will
speak on “ State-Sactioned Monopolies.”
Grafton Rm.
“ RADICAL PERSPECTIVES” : the three speakers on this
tape, Carl Oglesby, Herbert Marcuse, and H. Rap Brown
provide a window into the heart and mind of the growing
movement for radical social change in America in early
1969.

and economic development of Vietnam. NANCY BRO
WER, BETZ DAVIES and KATHY BETSKO: workshop
on the Toronto International Women’ s Conference.
2 p.m.

3 p.m.

7 p.m.
8 p.m.

"7 p . m .

ism .”

11 a.m.

Strafford Rm.
JOHN TARRANT (Pres., UNH YAF); workshop on the
YAF and Libertarianism.

2 p.m.

Grafton Rm.
“ THE
YOUNG LORDS OCCUPY THE
PEOPLE’S
CHURCH” : this tape deals with the struggle of the Young
Lords in New York City to make the First Spanish
Methodist Church serve the community. It also makes
clear the position of the prison system in the oppression
of the community.

8 p.m.

Strafford Rm.
“ ROTC” : a film in which the head of Harvard ROTC, by
his own words, demonstrates the complicity between the
universities and the military.
Strafford Rm.
“ DEFENSE vs. DOMESTIC NEEDS” : a film revealing
facts on corrupt government maneuvers to finance the
war at the people’ s expense.
Strafford Rm.
ANTHONY ROMAN, RICARDO BERTRAND from the
Puerto Rican Student Union of Brooklyn University will
speak.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
10 a.m. Strafford Rm.
Part HI of the NET Film Series on Conservatism.
11 a.m.

1 p.m.

Strafford Rm.
DEBATE: Mark Wefers and Linda Main (UNH YAF) will
debate on “ Domestic P olicies.”
Strafford Rm.
OON

Strafford Rm.
DEBATE: David Brudnoy (Professor of History, North
eastern University) and Val Dusek (Philosophy, UNH) will
debate on “ Conservative Philosophy and Contemporary
Issueir ” Charles Leocha will moderate.
TUESDAY, APRIL 27
10 a.m. Strafford Rm.
Part n of the NET Film Series on Conservatism.

4 p.m.

Strafford Rm.
“ YOU DON’ T HAVE TO BUY WAR, MR. SMITH” :
a film of a speech given by Bess Myerson.
“ AMERIKKKA” : this film is centered around the anti
war demonstration of 700,000 people in Washington on
Nov. 15, 1959.

“ TYRANNY” : a film dealing with the legacy of Interna
tional Communism, based upon the historic International
Communism on Trial at Georgetown University in the
nation’ s capital. Produced by YAF and Twin Circle.
Narrated by Fulton Lewis HI.
8 p.m.

3 p.m.

Grafton Rm.
“ I AM A WOMAN” : a collage, on tape, of original
poetry, music, and women’ s news.

S t r o ffo r H R m .

Strafford Rm.
“ ABORTION” : a film which begins with the story of an
individual woman forced to get an illegal abortion. It*
then examines the conditions which many women must
undergo because they cannot make decisions about fheir
own lives. SUE FEDERER: workshop on Abortion Repeal
and NHORAL activities.

P E D E n iU r i; w o r k o h o p

Strafford Rm.
“ AN EVENING WITH BILL BUCKLEY” : The National
Educational Television program on William F. Buckley
and the Buckley family.

1 p.m.

Grafton Rm.
JOHN TRICE (UNH Black Student Union): workshop

2 p.m.

Grafton Rm.
“ THE PANTHER MANIFESTO” : this tape, issued from
jail by the New York Panther 21 to Judge Murtagh after he
suspended pre-trial hearings in their case. The statement
may be one of the most important political documents of
our time.

4 p.m.

8 p.m.

Strafford Rm.
“ NO VIETNAMESE EVER CALLED ME NIGGER” : Black
Veterans, Harlem residents speak out against the war.
“ EITHER/OR” : a short film dealing with the Black
Panther trial in New Haven, Conn, on May 1, 1970.
Grafton Rm.
“ VETERANS SPEAK OUT” : a tape dealing with the
personal testimony of Vietnam veterans.
Strafford Rm.
KEITH PARKER, member of the Black Panther Party
and Student Body President of Indiana University, will
speak.

LIVE IN G IM P fN S
Handmade to your specs.
Converted P.O. vans/1 ton
Reasonably priced.

tions in three sessions: Learn
ing - Perception - Cognition;
Social - Personality - Compara
tive; and Psychological - History
- Developmental - Others.
The conference keynote ad
dress at 10 a.m. will be given by
Dr. Wilbert J. McKeachie, pro
fessor of psychology and chair
man of the Psychology Depart
ment at the University of Michi
gan. He will also confer with the
education and psychology facul
ties at the University today.
Institutions represented at the
conference will include Vassar
College, Drew University, Bos
ton University, Plymouth State
College, University of Massa
chusetts, University of Vermont;
and UNH.
McConnell Hall
The Whittemore
School of
Business and Economics will de
dicate its classroom and office
building Thursday in honor of re
tiring UNH President John W.
McConnell. The four-story build
ing, which was opened in Sep
tember, 1969, will become of
ficially known as John W. Mc
Connell Hall at ceremonies start
ing at 4:30 p.m., April 29.

Psychology Conference
The UNH Psychological Con
ference scheduled at the New
England Center tomorrow will
provide an opportunity for under
graduates from 12 colleges and
universities to present experi
mental research papers.
More than 125 persons are ex
pected to attend the conference to
hear 17 student papers. Discus
sions will follow the presenta-

ously, he had served more than
five years with the organization’ s
Far Eastern Area where he was
responsible for providing Red
Cross
services to American
military personnel and their de
pendents in Japan, Korea, the
Philippines, Okinawa, and a num
ber of territories and pos
sessions. He had an important
part in organizing the ’South Kor
ean Red Cross Society and re
ceived recognition from the Red
Cross in Japan for many in
stances of service particularly in
the field of disaster relief.
Solverud also has had wide ex
perience in Red Cross service in

Trustees

the United States. He directed
military and naval welfare serv
ice in the Midwestern Area Of
fice, served at army posts and
veterans administration offices
at Fort Sam Houston and Fort
Bliss in Texas and at Wichita and
Fort Riley in Kansas. He was
regional Director of Red Cross
chapter services in Texas and
New Mexico and manager of Dade
County (Florida) Chapter. Be
fore joining the staff of the Am
erican Red Cross, Solverud had
experience as a case worker and
was director of public welfare
in Cass County, North Dakota.

accept

The Board of Trustees, at its
regular meeting last Saturday,
decided to extend a modified
version of the deferred tuition
plan. The Board also voted to
create additional married stu
dent housing and approved a Ba
chelor of Fine Arts program.
The deferred tuition plan will
continue with five modifications:
1) Participation will be limited
to students enrolled this semes
ter in order to phase out the
program. 2) Applications for the
deferred payment must be made
no later than August 15 for the fall
semester and January 15 for the
spring. 3) The maximum am
ount which may be deferred is
$300. The Finance and Budget
Committee decided on this figure
as a “ reasonable amount that a
student could earn within the time
limits of the deferred period, or
the amount a parent could realis
tically allocate from regular ear
nings. 4) Any student who has
defaulted on the plan in the past
will be automatically rejected.
5) Cost to the student will be set
at a figure consistent with char
ges of commercial lenders.

m odified

deferm ent

plan

units are to be completed by
September 1, 1972.
The trustees also approved a
program which will lead to a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree.
This program will be designed
to provide training for students
planning to enter professional
graduate school.
Scheduled for the closed Ex
ecutive Session was discussion
of the Savage case. Information
was not available concerning this
meeting.

Administration of the plan was
transferred from the Financial
Aids Office to the Treasurer’ s
Office. A gross limit of $60,000
per semester was set, based on
an estimation that 200 students
would need the program.
The Board decided to place
all such loans with a private
lending firm . This would enable
the University to receive the full
amount of the deferments for
immediate use, and to lessen
the burden on University staff.
In other action, the Board auth
orized the University President
and Vice President-Treasurer
to contract the CBI Corporation
of Boston, Massachusetts to con
struct 50 apartments for mar
ried students to be ready for the
fall semester. An additional 50

The second part of the three
part series on TRY and children’ s
theater will be published in the
AprU 30 issue of THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE. Part three will be
published
the following week.
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positions in their home areas when classes are com pleted. You w ill be dealing
w ith the owners of business firms and doctors, offering a service which costs
them nothing unless our home office produces m oney for them . We prefer
fu ll-tim e em ployees, but some p art-tim e positions are open. W rite im m ed iately,
giving age and home tow n. W e'll send details and application by return m ail.
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C ARDINAL CRAFTS
West Campton, N.H. 03228
603-726-9801

F a ir b a n k

T h e a tre s

STUDENTS $1.00 AT ALL TIMES!

WE HAVE ‘EM!
NOW 3RD W EEK
FRI. & SAT. 6:30-9:15
SUN. THRU. THURS. 7:30

FAMOUS
IJO D D ^

SUMMER JOBS/RESORTS
people. To have your resume
distributed to these organiza
tions use tlTis exact form:
(1) Name (2) Age (3) School ad
dress and phone and date leaving
school (4) Relevant experience
(5 ) 2
personal
references
(6) Areas preferred (7) Positions
desired (8) dates available (9) 2
or more applicants wishing to
work together. Send this infor
mation typed or clearly printed
with $7.00 for printing and dis
tribution to: U.S. Resort Coun
cil, 1472 Broadway, N .Y., N.Y.
10036 — All resumes must be
received by May 3, 1971.

C a p ita l

11 a.m.

Strafford Rm.
“ A DAY OF PLANE HUNTING” : the film portrays the
crucial role which women play in the defense, education.

The U.S. Resort Council in
cooperation with resort and
vacation
bureaus throughout
America and representing several
hundred members is now accept
ing resumes of college students
and graduates interested in sum
mer work who have some expe
rience relevant to the following
position s:
w aiter/w aitress;
kitchen help; pool personnel;
child care; athletics and recrea
tion; office work; etc. Resort
work offers an opportunity to
earn reasonable income in a
pleasant atmosphere and a
chance to meet a variety of

on '^ L a i o o o C ’- P a i r o

THURSDAY, APRIL 29
10 a.m. Strafford Rm.
Part IV of the NET Film Series on Conservatism.

3 p.m.

N ew s B r i e f s

Red Cross speaker to talk on careers

M U SO Political Symposium Schedule
MONDAY, APRIL 26
10 a.m. Strafford Rm
NET FILM SERIES OF CONSERVATISM:Paift l o f a fourpart series on modern conservatism, originally shown on
National Educational Television. Interviews with numer
ous leading conservative spokesman

ics, and in a recent press con
ference on television commented
on the “ excessive” optimism,
the administration has shown to
wards the control of inflation.
He believes that some policy on
incomes and prices is better than
“ zero policy.”
Samuelson has been president
of both the International and the
American Economic Associa
tions, and is present Institute
Professor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

liW bibman
6 0

STARTS
FRI.-THRU.-TUE. 1;30-6;10 & 8:40
WED (APRIL 21) AT 1:30 & 6:40
THURS. (APRIL 22) AT 6:40
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From 0 dairy farm to the theater

fine ARts
Review
n

The Brothers” Old hut relevant

Review
by
Gary O ’Neal
Can a play written in 160 B.C.
have relevance to an audience to
day? That was not my ques
tion when I went in to see the
current University Theatre pro
duction,’ “ The Brothers” in John
son Theater. It had crossed my
mind, however. This production
of Terence’ s “ The Brothers”
with words by Warren Held,
music by Mark DeVoto, action by
Richard Rice, director, design
by Raymond Bernier, and cos
tumes by Jonathan Genestreti
does have something to say.
The play deals with the social
education of two brothers. One
was brought up with the proverb
ial iron hand, the other with a
feather touch. This play, adapted
into many other story lines, is
not bad at all in its original
form. Some of the long-winded
speeches are a bit much to take,
however.

64

Characters are paramount to
“ The Brothers,” and for the
most part the individuals in the
cast shine like the jewels in the
Kithira Singer’ s navel. The best
comedic action in the play is the
bold “ low” comedy slapstick of
the slaves, in particular Jeff
Posson and Doug Cumming. The
leading characters Neil Faiman
and Dan Gerstein are delightful
opposites. Wayne Hoytt and Peter
Gogan playing their sons seem to
lack conviction in their roles.
The various cameo parts, in
cluding Peter Jurassik who at the
last moment was called upon to
replace Randa McNamara, add to
the shine of the show.
The setting has strong, simple
lines, but the fancified bas-re
liefs seem in conflict with the
realism of the rest of the set.
The Genestreti costumes are not
up to his usual quality (“ The
Monk” ). It seems hard to be
lieve that these poorly construct
ed bits of tired cotton are from
the same person’ s sketchingpad.

There are a few exceptions, not
ably that of the Kithira Singer.
This cooperative effort of the
Classics, Music, and Drama de
partments is a positive effort.
The music, however, offsets the
play. The music we have heard
so much about is only incident
al music, but the unfortunate thing
is that there is too much of it.
It is on tape, and appears dis
tracting for the actors on stage.
The major fault is that it is pon
derous, and saps the energy of
the play. Since this is the first
time that the three departments
have worked together, it is not
that much of a sin, but next
time. . .
^
“ The Brothers” will be pre
sented tonight, tomorrow night
and Sunday afternoon in Johnson
Theater,Paul Arts Center. Even
ing performance curtain time;
8 p.m.; Sunday Matinee: 2 p.m.
For tickets and information, call
the UNH Ticket Office, Huddles
ton Hall.

Endgame” to be performed in MUB

Samuel Beckett’ s “ Endgame”
will be performed in the Straf
ford Room of the Union at 8p.m.,
April 25. The production is cur
rently on tour in Northern New
England, supported through a
grant by the Sears-Roebuck
Foundation, This one perform
ance at UNH is free and open
to the public.
The repertory company of act
ors from Theatre-by-The-Sea
and New York has been touring
high schools, but has agreed to

perform at the University while
in New Hampshire. The purpose
of the production is to “ develop
an interest in good theater.”
Starring in Sunday’ s perform
ance are Jean Campbell as Nell,
Bryan Syron as Hamm, Henry
Norman as Clov, and Greg Meeh
as Nagg. Meeh is a graduate of
UNH and presently stage mana
ger for Theatre-by-The-Sea in
Portsmouth. Meeh initiated the
appearance by
contacting the
Memorial Union Student A ssoci-

U N H Blue a n d W h it e
C o n c e r t series e n d i n g
The UNH Blue and White Con
cert Series will present its final
offering of the year when the
Juilliard String Quartet appears
in concert Thursday, April 29 at
8 p.m. in Johnson Theater.
Since the Juilliard Quartet
began in 1946, they hav built
up a repertoire of 135 pieces,
ranging from classic to modern
compositions. Included in Thurs
day’ s performance are Havdn’ s
Quartet in B Flat Major; “ Seri-

oso” by Beethoven; and Bartok’ s
Quartet No. 6.
The group will perform with the
invaluable Stradivarius instru
ments willed to the people of the
United States, a privilege allow
ed the Quartet by virtue of their
being the quartet-in-residence
at the U.S. Library of Congress
in Washington.
For tickets and reservations,
call the UNH Box Office, Huddles
ton Hall, 862-2290.

ation about a possible perform
ance. MUSO will be sponsoring
the event.
Beckett’ s “ Endgame” isaplay
in one act with a four-character
cast and a contemporary appeal.
B. Rodney Marriot of the English
faculty at Phillips Exeter Acade
my points out the “ painful sim
plicity” of the play:
“ For example, at one point
Hamm, Clove, and Nagg all try to
pray to God—the old man tries
the longest— and find the attempt
unrewarding. ‘ He doesn’t exist,’
Hamm concludes; ‘ Not yet,’ of
fers Clov. And ancient Nagg de
mands to be fed. He has gone
through all the baby pap and even
gummed a final dog biscuit; now
nothing edible remains. So he
asks for a sugar plum.
“ Here the disintegration of old
age through second childhood and
pure animal instinct into the
contents of a garbage can (Nagg’ s
home and coffin) fittingly ac
centuates Beckett’ s vision of a
Godless
universe.
And when
everything is stripped away, man
plays endgames, laughs, attempts
to create a memory for himself,
continues, rhjdhmically, poetic
ally, and even with a certain

Can a girl who grew up on a
dairy farm make good in the thea
ter? Ginny Russell, a former UNH
theater major, did just that. She
is currently starring as Cory in
“ Barefoot in the Park” which
opened last night at Theatre-byThe-Sea.
Sitting on a comfortable old
couch, and combatting a pre
opening night illness, Russell
spoke enthusiastically about her
association with
Theatre-byThe-Sea and her upcoming sum
mer plans. She was wrapped in a
shawl and resting under ablanket
and some old coats, greeting
various members of the com
pany. Several of them kiddingly sang “ Isn’t she lovely” as
they walked by the cluttered room
overlooking Portsmouth harbor.
The 22-year-old actress was
born in Concord, N, H., but
grew up ‘ mostly’ on a dairy farm
in Contoocook. She spoke about
life on the dairy farm and her
musical experiences at home.
“ There are musicians in my
family, and my father was and
is a magnificent singer. We put
a stereo in the cowbarn and an
old piano, and it just sort of was
always there to perform for
him,” related Russell.
When asked about how her in
terest in the theater began, Rus
sell replied,
“ It was always
there. I did it because it was the
thing to do for me. I loved to
sing, dance and just do things for
people that way.”
Russell participated in many
plays in high school. Among the
more important roles were Rosie
in “ Bye Bye Birdie” , Andro
mache in “ Tiger at the Gate” ,
and Cornelia Otis Skinner in
“ Our Hearts Were Young and
Gay.” When Russell was four
teen, she played an organ in a
local church until college. She
also worked with the Concord
Community Players during high
school.
In the fall of 1967, Ginny Rus
sell came to UNH to major in
theater. Her first acting role was
that of a chorus member in John
Edwards’ production of “ Anti
gone” . That summer, while still
a student at UNH, she played the
leading Ellie Mae in the Theatreby-The-Sea production of “ To
bacco Road.” Her next role was
that of Jenny Diver in the UNH
production of “ Threepenny Op

by Pat Bowie
Fine Arts Editor
This is my final Art Look
column for 1971. As of today,
I am Fine Arts Editor retired.
T w ill
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era.” Directed by Gil Daven
port, Russell described the play
as a “ most happy experience.”
She referred to it as a “ great
show, great role,” and to Daven
port as “ a great man.”
Russell performed in other
UNH productions. She appeared
as Constance Blackwood in “ We
Have
Always
Lived in the
Castle.” In addition, she played in
“ Chamber Music,” and toured
the state in a production of “ Spoon
River.”
After a year and a half, Rus
sell left school because she had
contracted mononucleosis. Re
covering from her illness, she
turned to summer stock at the
Lincoln Opera House in Lincoln,
N. H. During this time she again
appeared as Rosie in “ Bye Bye
Birdie,” and as Mrs. Webb in
a production of “ Our Tim e.”
Ginny Russell once again re
turned to UNH, this time as a
janitor, a job which she held for a
year. Although it is a rather un
usual job, Russell'remarked, “ I
loved it. It’ s probably why good
things came along like Theatreby-The-Sea because I just wasn’ t
into the suffering story of being a
janitor.”
In the summer of 1970, Ginny
Russell auditioned for a job at
Theatre-by-The-Sea, and got it.

A recent release from The
Shelby Singleton Corporation and
the guilty verdict in the Lt. Cal
ley case have combined to pro
duce a chain reaction across the
country that will long be remem
bered. The record “ Battle Hymn
of Lt. Calley” was released somq
ten days prior to the court de
cision and received mixed re
action from radio stations. Many
adamantly
refused to play it,
while those who did received
tremendous response.
A virtual storm broke loose
on the day following Calley’ s

verdict, with the Singleton pro
motion department being deluged
with phone calls from radio sta
tins who were getting over
whelming requests for the tune as
a means of protesting the ver
dict. This included stations who
had previously refused to play
the record.
In the St. Louis market, a sta
tion received 200 phone calls per
hour over a two hour period, all
pro-Calley. A station in the Ma
con, Georgia, area played the re
cord
an entire hour without
commercial
interruption. At
WCFL in Chicago, the record
was included in a news special,
after which the switchboard re
ceived a torrent of calls, 99 to 1
in favor of Calley.
In Wilmington, North Carolina,
April 1st was proclaimed “ Cal
ley Day” and the record was used
to publicize the event. At a San
Diego station, 300 phone calls

will be appearing at the Loeb
Drama Center at Harvard in the
production of “ Oh Dad, Poor
Dad, Mama’ s Hung You In the
Closet and I’ m Feeling So Sad.”
Tom lanicelli, presently direct
or of Theatre-by-the-Sea will
direct Russell in this produc
tion.
The Loeb summer repertory
theater program includes George
Bernard Shaw’ s “ Mrs. Warren’ s
Profession” and Harold Pinter’ s
“ The Birthday Party.”
One
director is chosen for each pro
duction, and he in turn selects a
cast from approximately four or
five hundred applicants. The cast
rehearses the productions for a
month, beginning this year on
June 14.
Performances
are
scheduled after that throughout
the summer. The reactions of
both Ginny Russell and director
Tom lanicelli were quite enthus
iastic. Russell said, “ It’ s prob
ably the most exciting thing that’ s
ever happened to me.” lanicelli,
when asked feelings about the
upcoming summer production,
replied, “ I am very, very hap
py about going. It’ s a wonderful
theater. It’ s good to be going.”
Future plans? At the moment,
she looks only to the summer
The fall season will just happen.

Michael Wiley and Ginny Russell in “Barefoot in the Park.”

ARt look

Arts editor with the first page
produced by the new staff on
April 30, but officially, this is
my final responsibility to the
newspaper.
A f t o r t h r o o com o.ci-or.c a s F i n o

^Battle H y m n o f Lt. C a l l e y
Editor’ s Note:
The following
press release came to us from
Nashville, Tennessee concerning
“ The Battle Hymn of Lt. Calley”
on Singleton Plantation label. The
record, a response to the Calley
verdict last month, is well on
its way to be a million-record
seller.

Her roles there included Luisa
in “ The Fantasticks,” Cathleen
in “ Long Days Journey Into
Night,” Miss Alice in “ Tiny
A lice,” Stella in “ A Streetcar
Named D esire,” and Suzy in
“ Wait Until Dark.” She has also
appeared in “ Beyond the Fringe”
and “ The Serpent.” Her reaction
to member of the Theatre-byThe-Sea
company was very
favorable: “ This job has been
beautiful, mostly due to working
under Tom lanicelli,” remark
ed Russell. (lanicelli is Artistic
Director
at Theatre-by-TheSea). When asked about the thea
tre, Ginny Russell replied, “ The
theater works here because
people
work hard and are all
aware of one direction. But the
people are soft here. They’ re
just people.”
There are several people who
have influenced her life. She
mentioned her father, Robert
Russell, whom she described as
a “ singing farm er.” She feels
that John Edwards andGilDaven
port, both members of the UNH
drama department aided her de
velopment as an actress. Her
husband. Jack Mar gold, has also,
been an influence. “ He keeps my
feet on the ground,” she com
mented.
This summer Ginny Russell

ff

were received the first hour af
ter the record was played. In
New York, a Hell’ s Angels clan
voiced strong support of the re
cord and a story concerning the
record and its writers was fea
tured in the New York Post.
Sales on the record jumped
from 10,000 on March 30th, to
35,000 on March 31st and then up
to 154,000 on April 1st. .
“ Battle Hymn of Lt. Calley” ,
on Singleton’ s Plantation label,
features Terry Nelson as vocal
ist, Having been associated with
the music business for a num
ber of years, this is his first re
lease as a solo artist. The tune
was penned by Julian Wilson,
an engineer, andJamesM. Smith,
an attorney. Written several
months ago, the song tells of Lt.
Calley as a soldier, revealing
nothing about * the outcome of
the trial. It is the first song
the duo has written.

Arts editor, I have only seen half
of what I hoped I could do come
true. Many areas have been sore
ly neglected, others overrated
perhaps.
My own interest in
theater may have even narrow

their “ barn” on th Newfields
Road in Exeter, tonight and to
morrow night at 8 p.m. For more
information call 778-8885 in Exe
ter.
At
Theatre - by - The - Sea,

ed the field m o re . However, one

“ Barefoot

important thing has been estab
lished; a Fine Arts page has been
instituted on regular basis. A
year and a half ago, not even
the hope of such an institution
was being realistically consid
ered.
The cooperating departments
—drama, music, art, in addition
to the Cultural Events Office,
MUSO, WUNH-radio, SCOPE, the
various cltural events series
have had their news printed. . .
on “ paper” after years of virtu
al loss tp the community. THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE now has a
balanced newspaper.
The year is still far from
over—yet to come are concerts,
plays, recitals which will run
through until the end of May.
Both on and off campus, coK
lege programs will ikill pro
duce the expressive and perform
ing arts. A few of the off-campus
events which will be coming in the
next week or so are included be
low.
In Exeter, The Exeter Players
will perform Graham Greene’ s
chiller, “ The Potting Shed” at

Wednesday night and will run
through May 15. This is their
final production of the season;
the theater will not be open this
summer,
and new productions
will not begin until September.
Appearing in the Boston area:
Chuck Berry, Kate Taylor, and
the New York Rock and Roll
ensemble at Boston University’ s
Sargent Gym this Sunday night
at 7:30 p.m. All tickets $3.00.
Jethro Tull will reappear in
New England when they perform
at the Music Hall in Boston on
May 3. Tickets are $4, $5., and
$6., available through the Music
Hall box office.
I have Jieard the word: The
Carpenters (“ We’ ve Only Just
Begun” and others) will be ap
pearing somewhere in Boston
on May 11. More details will
probably follow.
And finally, for all you Dennis
Hopper fans, the Boston Prem
iere of his latest film will be at
BU’ s
Hayden Hall April 28
through May 2 at 7:30 p.m. All
tickets: $1.50. The film? “ The
American Dreamer.”

lu the P ark”

opened

M U S O sponsors "M o th e rlo a d W e e k e n d "
“Aesop’s Falables”, a rock-musical adaptation of Aesop’s
Fables, opens a six day run on April 27 in Hennessy Theater.
Performances are scheduled for 4 p.m. daily until April 30. A
second performance at 7 p.m. will be given April 30. May 1 cur
tains: 10:30, 1 and 3; May 2: 2 p.m. All tickets for children
$1.00. Shown above: Amelia Xavier Eagle Flying Ace (at your
service) alias Mary Ann Rainone.

A R t h A p p e n in q s
“THE BROTHERS”
University Theatre’s production o f
“ The Brothers” continues tonight, Satur
day night and Sunday afternoon at John
son Theater, PAC. The evening perform 
ances are scheduled for 8 p.m .; Sunday’s
matinee is 2 p.m. also in Johnson
Theater. Tickets for the play are $1.50 or
season ticket, and m ay be purchased at
the UNH Ticket O ffice, Huddleston
Hall or at the theater box office on the
day o f performance.

“ N oye’s Fludde” at 8 p.m. tonight at Dur
ham Comm unity Church, Main St. This
m odern retelling o f the old Biblical
“ flood ” story com bines children and
workshop members for a free evening
performance.

ALCHEMEDIA
Alchemedia Film Series will present
“ Mouchette,” an international film classic
Tuesday, April 27 at 6:30 and 9 p.m .,
Rm. 4, SSC. Season ticket or $1.00.

CHILDREN’S THEATER

CANCELLATION

The
final
presen tation
of
Theater-by-The-Sea’s children’s theater
program, “ Big Klaus and Little Klaus”
will be given on Saturday, April 24 at 1
p.m. at the Theatre-by-The-Sea, Ceres
St. in Portsmouth. For tickets or informa
tion call Portsmouth, 436-6660.

The program o f music, poetry and
dance to be given by the I ’hird Street
Players o f N ew York City, on Sunday,
April 25 has been cancelled.

PIANO RECITAL
A senior piano recital will be given b y
Marcia L. Bascom in Rm. M-121 o f PAC
tonight at 8 p.m. Selections include
pieces b y Mozart, DeBussy, Bartok, and
Chopin.

OPERA WORKSHOP
The
UNH
Opera
W orkshop,
in
cooperation with the Durham C om m un
ity Church and the Oyster River School
district, will present Bejamin Britten’s

STUDENT ART
An exhibit o f student art will be on dis
play now through May .30 in Scudder
Gallery o f PAC. Gallery Hours daily.

SMALL GALLERY
European drawings o f the 17th and
18th centuries are on exhibit in the Small
Gallery o f Paul Arts Center. On loan to
the University from the collection o f Dr.
and Mrs. Maurice Schulnian o f Boston,
the
works
of
G u ercine,
A n to n io
Dom enicao, Gabbiani and others are in
cluded.

A two-day series of popular
concerts will be presented on May
8 and 9 when the Memorial Union
Student Organization sponsors
“ Motherload Weekend” atSnively Arena. Two 8 p.m. concerts
will be available for a $3.00
weekend ticket ($3.50 at the door).
Going on the premise that “ big
name” concerts not only cost
more, but often lack student sup
port and lose money for the spon
sors, MUSO has lined up aweekend of up-and-coming perform
ers whose names have already
won respect in their particular
fields.
Saturday’ s concert will include
the J. Geils Band and Don Coop
er, formerly with Blood, Sweat
and Tears.
The J. Geils Band is Boston’ s
“ homegrown R & B-rock blues
band,” says the Boston After
Dark. They continue “ The group
plays with a tightness, a com
plexity, and a feeling for dyn
amics. . .1 have never seen a
band have a better time.”
The local band has played in
the Boston-Cambridge area for
more than five years, but have not
gone “ nationwide” until the re
cent release of an album for
Atlantic “ J. Geils Band” praised
immediately by “ Rolling Stone.”
Don Cooper, blues-folksinger,
is 23, has travelled cross-coun
try from his hometown of Kansas
City, Mo. and learned to play the
guitar along the way.
He has three records out cur
rently, “ Don Cooper” , “ Bless

the Children” , and “ The Ballad
of C.P. Jones” all on Roulette
records. New York’ s Ritchie
Yorke writes, “ Heavy stuff, but
Cooper’ s album deserves all the
praise it will get. It is an out
standing production, and one
son, “ Bless the Children” may
become a rock-folk classic. All
told, it’ s not difficult to see
Cooper emerging as one of the
new folk heroes of the 70s.”
Sunday night’ s concerts will
star Junior Mance Quartet and
The Zotos Brothers.
Junior Mance Trio appeared
several months ago in Keene.
Although Junior Mance has been
around for some time, the group
has only recently achieved na
tional acclaim as an effective
ja»z group.
Junior Mance had early be
ginnings in jazz with “ Cannon
ball’ Adderley, Dizzy Gillespie,
and other groups. He formed the
trio in 1969 and has been touring
since. He is also considered to be
a talented composer, many of his
numbers largely acclaimed as
jazz “ standards” . Says one
“ critic” , “ His work is that of a
piano precisionist whose fingers
move from whispered poetry to
utterances of highest vivacity.”
The Zotos Brothers are also
“ local” talent from Sturbridge,
Mass. Their Albanian family
made their own stringed instru
ments, therefore Tom and Paul
were raised on the guitar from the
age pf five. Tom Zotos appeared
solo at the Newport Jazz Festiv
al
Hootenanny in 1968. His

brother joined him and the two be
friended Richie Havens who ad
vised that they try their luck on
the west coast. San Francisco
folk clubs saw the first of The
Zotos Brothers.
Finally completing an original

Zotos guitar in May, 1970, the
Zotos brothers began touring New
England, often composing their
own music to perform.
MUSO’ s “ Motherload Week
end” brings together these four
talents groups as an introduction

to the new sounds of folk, blues,
and jazz music available today.
Tickets are available at The
Listening Post in Durham, The
Music Manor in Dover, at the
Union desk, and through the MUSO
office, 868-5541 and 862-1485.
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EDITORIAL

Strik e s e a s o n

One more time .
Last year hundreds of thousands of
dissatisfied Americans converged on the
nation’s capital to express their dissatis
faction with the war in Indochina.
President Nixon reacted by saying
that his policy concerning the war was
final and the demonstrators would in no
way affect it.
Now the number of Americans travel
ing to Washington is expected to reach

a million. This time the people are not
going to march. Massive- civil disobed
ience is planned to cripple the city of
Washington and force the government
to end the war immediately.
This is an act of desperation to coerce
a continually unresponsive government.
We support these frustrated Americans
in their attempt to end an immoral war.

Best of luck
Reprinted from the University of Cincinnati N ew s Record.

Congratulations are surely in order
for Dr. Thomas Bonner, recently appoin
ted President of the University of New
Hampshire.
Dr. Bonner was perhaps one of U C ’s
most valuable academic assets since
1963 when he first came here as Profes
sor of History, and later in the higher
administrative positions that put his uni
quely superb academic and administra
tive talents to the best use.
What is unfortunate, however, is the
difficulties the University must now
face in attempting to replace one of the

nation’s foremost educators. It will cer
tainly not be easy.
At the same time, the University of
New Hampshire, with the appointment
of Bonner as new leader, has been as
sured of national academic and profes
sional prominence.
As Vice-President and Provost for Aca
demic Affairs, Bonner devoted years of
creative energy to progressive principles
that have helped UC to surge ahead aca
demically.
We are grateful to Bonner and wish
him the best of luck in his future educa
tional and administrative endeavors.

Negligent senators
Last night, the student caucus failed
to reach a quorum to vote on student ac
tivity tax
appropriations
totalling
$133,700.
Ten residence halls and commuter dis
tricts were totally unrepresented while
liberal arts commuters were represented
by only three of their five senators.

This is a clear case of negligence on
the part of the student senators who fail
ed to appear or to appoint a legal proxy.
If these senators continue to act in
this manner, we suggest they resign and
special elections be held so that their dis
trict will be represented at future cau
cus meetings.

To the Students of UNH:
STRIKE SEASON IS COMING!
The days are sunny, the grass is
green, and it’ s a bummer to be
cooped up in classrooms all day.
Besides, there’ s an immoral war
going on (which we’ d almost for
gotten about in the snowy months.)
SOLUTION: make spring fever
legitimate by calling it “ poli
tical commitment.”
With strike plans well under
way at UNH I would like to pose
a few basic questions to which
sensible answers would be ap
preciated.
1) What is the avowed purpose
of a strike? To cripple the cap
italist American economy? To
revive the conscience of a na
tion? To communicate student
feelings to a duped public?
Worthy goals indeed, but there
is very little sound economy in
New Hampshire to cripple in
the first place, and more futilely, the loudest voice of state
wide “ communication” is the
Union Leader. You’ll certainly
get coverage in quantity if not
in superior quality.
2) What will a strike really
accomplish? It may tell Nixon
what he’ refuses to believe no
matter how often he hears it,
namely that the majority of Am
ericans want out of Vietnam NOW.
And it may tell the state legis
lature to curb the UNH budget
agains next year, a small price
to pay for “ moral commitment,”
especially when Mom and Dad
are footing the rising costs of
going here anyway.
3) How sincere are you about
halting “ business as usual?”
Shall we “ close the motherfuc
ker down,” but keep T & C,
the Down Under and the College
Corner open(notto mention RAM,
the biggest rip-off on Main
Street?) Is it consistent to shut
down classes and administration
but not the dining halls or the
MUB?
4) How dedicated are you to
true civil disobedience?
This
includes taking the full conse

Response

Dear Mr. Hyde,
I see that repression is once,
again raising its ugly head. Mr.
Molloy believes in freedom of
speech, but apparently believes
that some should be less free
than others. For as long as I
have been associated with this
in c titv iiio n
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the faculty and student body have
directed criticism at the Univer
sity. It has been charged that
the University is irrelevant and
its teachings not meaningful. The
University has been accused of
being unresponsive to the needs
of society and too responsive to
the needs of the military. The
structure and content of speci
fic courses and the promotion and
tenure decisions of specific de
partments have also been attac
ked. The pages of the April 9
NEW HAMPSHIRE summarize
many of these criticism s.
I
have seen such discussions find
their way into the outside press,
and they certainly have not im
proved the image of the Univer
sity in the mind of the public.
Yet Mr. Molloy does not raise
his voice against those critic
isms at the present time of bud
get crisis.
In order to clear any doubts
about the Union Leader’ s role,
I did not take “ the case for ed
ucational reform to the Manches
ter Union Leader,” Mr. Pease
came to me.
I did not turn
him away because I believe more
can be gained in the long run
by talking to people than by brush
ing them off.
For example, I
note in the April 9 NEW HAMP
SHIRE that Meldrim Thomson
made some complimentary re
marks about the current lecture
series after Charles Leochatook
the trouble to explain the pur
pose of the series. Presumably
Mr. Molloy would not have spo
ken to Thomson because Thomson
was supported by the Union Lea
der in the last election.
Incidentally, Mr. Pease did
report my statements quite ac
curately.
Sincerely,
William R. Hosek
WSBE

to T a r r a n t

To the Editor:
I dislike being told that I am
that which I am not; yet I re
gret the necessity of having to
explain further an already de
pressing issue, in response to
Becky Watson’ s and John Tar
rant’ s recent letters: I feel it is
of importance to clear up (without
subtle name calling as in one of
the letters) the apparent mis
interpretation of my letter to the
YAF about Vietnam.
I was
using terms such as
“ Gook” and “ trivia” to illus
trate just what Tarrant said in
his letter about peoples’ lack of
feeling (there are people in this
country who hafve no feeling,
for the “ enemy,” in any form)
and I only regret that both he and
Watson missed the very deep
sarcasm I intended for these
words.
I do not find myself to be
looking at the situati^ one-sid
edly, nor do I claim ultimate
answers or moral virtue with
regard to the predicament to
which I have addressed myself.
I wrote my last letter after
having sat on the sidelines, look
ing at both sides, until I could not
sit any longer. I addressed the
YAF and “ perhaps a few others”
(the perhaps was sarcastic also).
(The “ others” refers to anyone
who can’ t seem to see both sides
- - which includes hard-line any
body.) I addressed these people
because I thought maybe we can
at least air the issues and not
distort and stifle certain points
of view as is the practice of a
certain paper in this state. I’ m
no different from a lot of people
in some ways: I don’ t enjoy the
underhanded bull-shit that is
pulled on numerous fronts in this
country and many others, in the
names of a million different caus
es, but I felt that addressing the
whole world would be of no real
value or to no avail, so I limited
myself to local interests which I
felt needed some diverse input
(based on what I have read in
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and heard
of activities).
Life holds both “ good” and

The

“ evil” in all of its aspects: for
every Ying there is a Yang, in
each deed, thought, word, govern
ment, etc. Nothing is inherently
good or bad.
My personal feeling is that NO
ONE is right, in any sense of the
word, to have participated in what
has happened in Vietnam during
the last decade, or the decades
before that, to say nothing of all
other wars.
I defend no one’ s position (in
contrast to implications in Tar
rant’ s letter) except my own;
and I prefer to take no position
unless I am sure of what I am
undertaking . . .1 am sure . . .
However, I am not immune to
new or contrasting evidence.
In closing, I would like to say
that many people either honestly
don’ t know or else have con
sciously
ignored the fact that
the East as well as the West of
the world has made real, func
tional
progress (yes, “ good”
along with “ evil” ) since the turn
of the century, no matter what the
ideology and despite attrocities
on all sides. (Functional means
the elimination of the greatest
amount of misery for the great
est number of people.)
All the ideologies of man are
striving
for the same thing,
namely the “ true” definition of
what Man is supposed to be. The
whole thing is like an extension of
the religious argument that my
god is better than your god.
I guess all I ask is that every
one give everyone else a chance at
unadulterated reality; someone
has to begin setting the example.
I would appreciate it if you
would reread what I wrote before
and re-evaluate what I said in
light of these comments. I would
then like to know your reaction,
preferably in person: it makes for
easier, smoother dialogue than a
note in the paper every other
week. I can be contacted to ar
range meeting, at either below;
Craig M. Szwed
P O. Box 385
Durham
or call 742-5771
(after 5:30)
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quences for one’ s actions, not
taking incompletes in courses to
be made up at a more conven
ient time. Are you willing to
forfeit your grades for the cause
of political justice? Anyway, we
all know how meaningless and ir
relevant grades are, don’ t we?
If there are realistic answers
to these
questions, I say,
“ STRIKE!” But if all you want
is to dig rock concerts on T Hall lawn in the name of pro
test, why not just drop out of
UNH for the spring.
It’ s a
lot easier to enjoy the season
without a tuition bill to pay.
David S. Reed

Senate

review

The University Senate is near
ing the end of its second year of
operation. It has appointed a
special committee, known as the
Senate Review Committee, to look
critically at its short history and
make proposals for its improve
ment.
One of the Committee’ s first
acts was to ask members of the
1969-1970 Senate to respond to
three general questions:
1. What are the best features
of our present government— it’ s
strengths?
2. What are some of the prob
lems or difficulties you find in
the present organization?
3. What suggestions do you
have that might improve the pre
sent Senate?
Analysis of the responses
helped the Committee to organ- ,
ize itself and begin its work. We
would now like to invite the whole
University community to respond
to these same general questions.
C. Robert Keesey, Secretary of
the University, is acting as sec
retary of the committee, and will
be glad to receive your criti
cisms or proposals to pass on
to the committee.
T. Marshall, 2-2311
Dept, of Educ.

Circular file

To Norris Cotton
by Paul Bergeron
April 23, 1971
An open letter to the esteemed U.S. Senator from
New Hampshire, Norris Cotton:
It was with great pride and resentment that I
read your patriotic and flag-waving speech delivered
in the hallowed chambers of the United States Sen
ate, Monday.
National recognition is like the ephemeral gold
ring on a merry-go-round, a prize which always seems
to evade one's grasp. Holden Caulfield would have
been proud of your endeavors to bring national rec
ognition to your state's University.
Your remarks before the nation's most illustri
ous group of statesmen have brought more national
attention to this College that the published lit
erature, research and scholarly endeavors have
succeeded in doing to date.
1 was also highly pleased when you reaffirmed
your statesman's ethics..."! have... scrupulously
refrained from...involving myself in decisions
that are purely in the jurisdiction of the elected
or appointed officials of the State -of New Hamp
shire."
"I never expected...the time would come...
stab in the back."
The attempt made by you to regenerate respect
for Congress and "to promote peace and decent
respect for authority" deserves the praise, and
honors of this entire University.
It is with great pride that I can point to a
senior member of the U.S. Senate and say 'he
represents me and my interests.'
This speech
will unquestionably lead the long list of your
stellar achievements.
By turning the nation's eyes on Dr. Bonner,
this University and the patriotic media of the
state, you have certainly re-established my
personal high regards for the lawmakersand their
blanketting wisdom, in Washington.
Right on,
C. Pile
P.S.

When in Washington, May Day, I hope to meet
with you so we can cheer from the sidelines
together.

H o n e st hearing
T o the Editor:

HAMPSHIRE ed itorials rep
resen t the opinions of the pa
per a s a student newspaper
which maintains no unneces
s a ry bonds with the U niver
sity administration.
THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE is not a ligned with any extraneous
student groups and does not
n ecessarily rep resen t any
opinion other than its own.
Dissenting opinion from the
community
is
welcome
through le tte rs to the ed itor
or personal confrontations
with the ed itor-in -ch ief.
L e tte rs
to the Editor,
should be addressed to: THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE,MUB 150.
They should be typed, lim 
ited to 500 words, and must

ThE

NEW
llA M p s h iR E

Freedom

is c o m i n g

EDITORIALS
if
OPINION
E ditorials and cartoons
a re the responsibility of the
ed itor-in -ch ief.
Columns
and letters to the editor are
the opinions of the authors.
No columns or letters speak
lor TWL iNKW MAMFSttlKE
and should not be construed
as ed itorials.
THE NEW

+

be

a ig n e d .

T h e e d l l o i 's r e 

serv e the right to withhold
publication.

RED CROSS

I share Becky Watson’ s and
John Tarrant’ s hope that the YAF
(or conservative) viewpoint on
Indochina might receive an honest
hearing. It seems to me that their
letters to the editor would have
been an excellent beginning,
except that much of what Miss
Watson and Mr. Tarrant write is
inaccurate,
misleading,
and
sometimes irrelevant.
Mr. Tarrant, for example, asks
whether or not it is “ evil to at
tempt to keep the Communist Re
gime of N. Vietnam off the back
o f S. Vietnam so they can try to
create a country?” Mr. Tarrant
should
know that the Geneva
Agreements inever intended the
creation of a separate state in
South Vietnam. It is true that the
jL.gfro<smont.c w o r e

sig n e d

h y th e

departing
French and not by
Diem, but Diem’ s subsequent re
fusal to hold elections was not
motivated by a desire of the South
Vietnamese to be independent of
Hanoi.
President Eisenhower
himself admitted that the people,
if given the opportunity, would
have chosen to unite with the
Communists.
It is also true that the United
States did not sign the Geneva
Agreements (though our repre

for Y A F

sentative gave his verbal assent
for the record); but I wonder why
our country felt the obligation to
help break a treaty which was
signed by all the other Great
Powers and which was obviously
in our best interests, as the his
tory of the past ten years has
shown. In this context our ac
tions in Indochina are illegal
and wholly
unrealistic, if noi
“ evil.” I would oppose the war
even if it were winable (which it
isn’ t); I would oppose the war
even if we had abided by every
rule of war in the prosecution
of it (which we haven’t by a long
shot).
Mr. Tarrant and his fellow
conservatives may deny it, but
I think their underlying assump
tion is What Is Anti-Communist
Is Therefore Good and Anything
Is Better Than Communism. Un
til these intellectual blinders are
removed the YAF position is not
going to look respectable on any
campus.
There is much more of Mr.
Tarrant’ s letter which I quar
rel with, but let it go at that.
There is something which has
puzzled me, however: Who is
Dean Rusk?
Thomas G. Anderson

D r a f t revision p rotested
T o the Editor:

APRIL
m s
MULTI-PURPOSE R O O M
O U R M A I v t /

THE
N EW
HAMPSHIRE
prints
notices free o f charge for any non-profit
organization on campus. Deadlines for
publication are 6 p.m. on Sunday for
Tuesday’s issue and 6 p.m. on W ednes
day for Friday’s issue. Due to space
limitations Bulletin Board notices can be
run only tw o issues prior to the e\ ent.

M. H.

April 30. Elections will be on May 4 and
5 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the foyer o f
the Social Science Center.

STUDENTS FOR MC GOVERN
There will be an open meeting o f Stu
dents for M cGovern for President April
27 at 7:30 p.m. in the Carroll R oom o f
the Union.

FREE MOVIE
RHAC is sponsoring a m ovie on giv
ing b lood April 25 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Carroll-Belknap R oom o f the I'nion.
The name o f the film is “ B lood is Life —
Pass It O n.”

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA
The Alpha Epsilon
Delta
H onor
Society will meet April 27 at 6:30 p.m. in
R oom 19 in Spaulding. Agenda will
cover the banquet, senior scholarship
and initiation.

SUMMER VOLUNTEER PROJECTS
The Placement Service, Huddleston
Hall, has a listing o f summer volunteer
projects o f the American Friends Sers ice
Comm ittee for the U.S. and overseas.

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS
Any political science major interested
in running for election to the Political Sci
ence Policy Board should pick up a D e
claration o f Ciandidac)' from the Political
Science Department. 'I’hese retpiire the
signature o f five majors and must be re
turned to the Political Science O ffice b\-

I am the parent of a college
freshman and I am writing to
a* number of college newspapers
in reference to the revision of the
Selective Service Act.
I am opposed to the provision
just approved by the House of
Representatives, and now under
consideration by the Senate,
which permits the President to
abolish student deferments. . .
retroactively to April 23, 1970.
Those students who are now col
lege freshmen will be the first
students since World War n to
have their education interrupted.
In the present situation this
seems unwarranted . . .for it
comes at a time when the draft
is being phased out and the ad
ministration’ s goal is zero draft
by 1973. The terrible irony is that
the students who are now college

KENT STATE MEMORIAL
There will be a meeting to plan the
May 5 Kent and Jackson State Memorial
activities April 27 at 7 p.m. in the Hillsboro-Sullivan R oom o f the Union.

To abolish any student defer
ments is punitive, but to abolish
them retroactively is reprehen
sible. No other deferments have
ever
been abolished
retro
actively.
I urge you to publish this let
ter in order to urge all students
to write immediately to their
Senators to protest this revi
sion. Have their parents write,
also. Bombard President Nixon
with letters and telegrams. We
must eliminate the retroactive
aspect of the new Selective Serv
ice Act.
Act quickly . . .the Senate will
be voting on this same issue very
soon!
Thomas Daubert
Melrose Park, Pa.

meeting April 27 at 7 p.m. in the Forum
R oom o f the library to discuss astrology,
the occult traditions, and the astral
planes.

VARSITY HOCKEY
RING FOUND
A man’s ring from Conestoga High
School may b e claimed at the Main
Desk o f the library b y initials inside.

There will b e a meeting for the
1971-1972 varsity hockey team April 29
at 8 p.m. in Snively Arena.

EXPLORE NEEDS HELP

HASIDIC FOLKSINGER
Shlomo Carlabach, Hasidic folksinger,
will be at Dartmouth April 28. Anyone
interested please contact Alison
at*
862-1662.

freshmen will be the only class
to be affected.

MAYDAY TRIBE

Explore, the student-published maga
zine o f course evaluations, needs people
to aid in distribution. If interested, go td
SPO R oom HOC o f the L^nion between
12 and 2 or call Bruce Harvey
at
742-9561 after 5 p.m.

RED CROSS OPPORTUNITIES

Posters, buttons and information about
the M ayday action in Washington, D.C.
are available in the M ayday o ffice every
day until Mayday, R oom 127C o f the
Union.

Mr. Truman Solverud, manager o f the
Eastern Area o f the Red Cross, will give
an address April 29 at 2 p.m. in R oom
301 o f the Social Science Center. His ad
dress will be concerned with “ Career O p 
portunities for Youth in the American
Red Cross.”

ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB

LIFE STUDIES TEACHERS

Animals are still available to any
student in the tw o or foqr year school
for the Annual Little Royal Li\estock
Show, which takes place tom orrow ar i
9 a.m.

If you are interested in teaching in the
Life Studies Program next fall, call 22248
and ask for Lisa.

VIETNAM FILM
The Life Studies Program will spon.sor
a film entitled “ Far From N’ietnam” on
April 26 at 4, 7 and 9 p.m. in R oom 4 o f
the Social Science Center.

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
The ILNH Christian Fellowship will
sponsor guest speakers and disctission
groups^every M onday night at 6:.30 p.m.
in the Hillsboro R oom o f the Union.

LOST?
Lose something at Jackson
April 18? Contact Max 862-1666.

Cabin

SOCIOLOGY EXAMS
Senior com prehensive exams in sociolo
gy vs'ill be given April 26, from 1 to 5
p.m. in room 17 o f the Spaulding Life
Science Building.

FOUND

“ROARING 20’S ’

Key chain with seven keys found on
lawn near Whittemore School. Call
2-1143 and ask for Rick.

The Red Cross Blood Bank will spon
sor a “ Roaring 20’s” b lood bank April 26,
27, 28, and 29 in the Multi-Purpose
R oom o f the L'nion. Permission slips for
those 18-21 are available in the housing
units and at the Memorial L^nion desk.

SPIRITUALITY MEETING
There \sill b e a general

spirituality
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L e t t e r s t o t Ii e
Students concerned
To the Editor;

As students of the University
of
New Hampshire,
we are
gravely concerned over the dis
missal of Professor Peter Savage
of the political science depart
ment. We feel that this irrespon
sible act indicates that the Uni
versity administration is not only
losing sight of what should be its
primary goals, education and the
welfare of the students, but that
it is losing sight of the values of
justice and integrity as well. It is
becoming increasingly obvious
that the University is unable to
function as a genuinely demo
cratic institution, or even as one
mainly concerned with the good of
the majority of the students.
Surely, there can be little doubt

Disturbed by C otton
statement on B o n ner
Senator Cotton,
I have just read the full text of
your Senate statement, and am
very disturbed at your evalua
tion of the University Trustee
Board and newly-elected presi
dent Thomas N. Bonner. The
University is in an academically
transient phase, and your re
marks discredit and impede the
process of progressive educa
tion and academic freedom.
For the last year, there has
been an increasing press cam
paign to disgrace the adminis
tration and faculty of the Univer
sity, and to influence the electing
of the next president. Now, long
before Bonner has arrived, we
have a vicious attack by you, our
esteemed senior Senator. Your
bias in not mentioning Bonner’ s
outstanding service at the Uni
versity of Cincinnati for nearly
ten years is inexcusable, along
with your system of political
muckraking.
In reference to your statement,
you e>q)licitly state the fact that

Foreign

To the Editor;
I guess I’ d like to go on re
cord as being in favor of an im
mediate end to all foreign im
perialism by the United States,
for that is what I feel Vietnam
is. I would be in favor of a
strike in Washington and at UNH
too, but I don’ t feel that we stu
dents are enough together in our
own thoughts and feelings. To
gether first as individuals who
can.

If

wo

try ,

you have scrupulously refrained
from suggesting and commenting
or in any other way involving
yourself in decisions of N.H.
officials.
And yet,
you feel
“ stabbed in the back’ ’ by the state
administration for violating your
principles that active political
dissent is wrong. Well man, let
me
tell you that
merciless
slaughtering of villages is wrong!
Young men dying in a stupid war
which American businessmen
thrive on is wrong! Suppressing
the world peace movement is
wrong! Whether Senator McGov
ern is in Washington on May Day
or not, the voices of thousands of
people supporting the People’ s
Peace Treaty are going to try and
end this bloody war. I hope you
listen to the 800 GI veterans
that will testify on the steps of the
Capitol Building. Their voices
are kindled by the atrocities com
mitted in Vietnam and the slow
footed farce that you call ending
the war.
Mancil Thompson

im perialism

m o ld

an d

liv o

our own lives as we see fit, not
by anyone else’ s standards. And
secondly as a group of individuals
with amazingly similar goals
here at UNH. Goals that I feel
can be reached by getting to
gether, saying yes we can do it,
and by doing it,
I can’t expect anyone who is
still in factdealingwithhisor her
own being, thoughts, emotions self as a person, to be able to
help a group effectively.

Shocked

I can’t tell you the horrible
shocking
reaction I felt after
reading a copy of the “ Revolver.”
Such foul, rotten, unprintable
language from our so-called edu
cated people!! This is the type
of expressions we hear from
street-people, factory workers,
the uneducated they are called,
when you hear them talk you
think “ how disgusting it all
sounds.” But, as soon as you
are educated it’ s supposed to be
all right? With all the fine edu
cation behind them, all the books
and dictionaries of descriptive
words they degrade themselves
to the level of the so-called un
educated! It makes me stop to
think and wonder, why go to col
lege, they really are no better
for it! Doesn’ t this “ Revolver”
have a proofreader or some type
of censorship? How do they have
the right to put such rotten lit
erature out? If these so-called
smart alecks were to stop and
think of ten years from now,
would they want this type of
trash credited to them, would
they tolerate it in their homes
for their small children to read?
What a small, narrow-minded
foul mind they do have, and they
are supposed to be “ our people”
of tomorrow, to run and make a
better world for the future. . .
Pardon me, no, not by a long
shot, I may be of another socalled generation, I’ m not a col
lege graduate but. I’ ll say one
thing, I don’ t resort to their
type o f “ English,” I’ mbetterthan
they are even without an edu
cation, for I’ ve learned to re
spect myself and others, I know
how to express myself, my feel

South

b y U.S.

Nor can I expect a group, this
university community, to come to
the aid of those individuals with
in that group that do need re
inforcement,
help to be con
gruent real people, if that group
can not function as much - with
out fighting or bickering internal
ly. I feel we need to stop deal
ing with symbols, all symbols,
and start dealing with people,
individuals. It’ s time for me and
y o u t o l o o k w it h in o u r a c l v c a , a c 

cept ourselves, our thoughts,
emotions,
relationships. Then
change what is not satisfactory,
again only within ourselves.
Then and only then can I see
the community of people, any
community, growing, changing to
suit each individual. And finally,
only if we realize that we are
the system, power is the people
and do it!
Love and more,
Gregg Brown

b y Revolver

To the Editor;

ings and how to get a point over
without relying on such “ four”
letter words as they, the grad
educated.
And to think, it used to be such
an honor to be able to get a col
lege education, but now it seems
all they have to know is to read
and write these “ four” letter
words and they pass the test to
enter college! It’ s a pretty low
cesspool environment we’ll be
in when these citizens take over
our “ world.”
Don’ t let me hear any more
criticism from these “ the socalled educated,” as what we’ ve
made of the world, at least when
we were their age “ dope” was a
word used to describe the unedu
cated, not something you took to
turn you “ on!” And someone who
caused a riot or scene was call
ed a spoiled brat and still it!
We didn’ t just pack up and leave
the scene when things didn’ t go
our way, respect for the instruct
or, for the law, for our country
and utmost our “ God,” and if we
are to be called “ weak” because
of all these then that’ s fine with
me, for after seeing where their
strength falls on I’ d rather be
called weak than what they are!
One out of a hundred wants the
education, but the gutter-rat gets
the backing and I’d like to know
from what source! Why do the de
cent students tolerate such lead
ership? Are they all becoming
a generation of “ robots” to let
such trashy things rule them?
Where has the “ honor” of a col
lege education gone?
A mother, a citizen, a
tax-payer, — a disgust
ed reader —
Mrs. Greene
Newmarket, N.H.

a great loss if Professor Savage
is denied tenure. If the Univer
sity is to survive as primarily an
institution of quality education, it
cannot afford to lose men of his
caliber.
Perhaps
even more serious
than the University’ s loss, how
ever, is the blatantly unjust man
ner in which Professor Savage
was dismissed; if indeed there
is no reason to doubt either his
ability or his technical qualifi
cations for tenure, it can only be
assumed that there are personal,
political, or otherwise inadequate
reasons for his dismissal, none
of which have anyplace in the fir
ing or hiring of professors. Deny
ing students access to an excell
ent and insightful instructor for
such
reasons is inexcusable.
Equally disturbing is the rather
awesome power Chairman Romoser seems to wield over the pol
itical science department; when
one vote can somehow be con
sidered to be of more value than
seven, something is seriously
wrong with the way things are
being run.
We would like to request Presi
dent McConnell, Dean Nielsen,
Vice President Mills, and Chair
man Romoser to reconsider this
unfortunate decision. Not to do so
would indicate a callous indif
ference to the needs of the stu
dents, and a flagrant disregard
of the capabilities of Professor
Savage and the significance of his
loss to the quality of education at
the University of New Hampshire.
Deborah Skelley
Deborah Sarner

Stu d e n t raps
U nion

sent Nguyen Cao Ky government
works. . .? If this poll was taken
during the period Ky led the gov
ernment of South Vietnam, it is
four or five years old.
Could the editor of THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE find out the date this
noU wn<5 taken'’ Could he also find

Leader

Dear Sir;
After having read the Man
chester Union Leader today, I
feel that it is about time some
thing be done to stop the filth
and trash that Mr. Loeb allows
to be printed.
Almost every edition of the
Union Leader contains some ar
ticle or editorial with the Uni
versity or its students as the
“ target.” The printed material
is not completely false, rather
truth twisted out of proportion.
The
idea behind Mr. Loeb’ s
“ newspaper” is to slander and
cut the University for his own
personal satisfaction. The state
gets a very biased opinion, and
since the state follows the Union
Leader as “ The Truth God” ,
the U niversity i.s looked nnon
as a breeding grounds for “ filth,
radicals, and guts,” not as an
institution for high learning. (No
pun intended.)
If something is to be done
about this situation, it must be
done soon. Otherwise, Loeb’ s
paper and its followers will have
the National Guard, the Marines,
the Navy, and Spiro Agnew here
to kill us all.
Think about it. Write a letter
to Mr. Loeb.
Tony Otis

U N H IT E
To the Editor;
Over the first semester you
have probably not noticed UNH
ITE involved in a lot of projects.
If you would like to change all
this, we would like to help by
inviting you to our meetings every
Thursday night at the UNHITE
office in Wolff House, 7;30 p.m.
We need people who have ideas
for projects and would be willing
to work on them. We need people
to lecture on the environment
also need people to coordinate
several large projects for the
spring. We always have letters
to be answered, news releases
to be filed, and articles to be
written for newspapers. If you
can help, come. Save the En
vironment!
Don Leuchs
UNHITE

the Editor of THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE;
Tenure, according to the Fac
ulty and Staff Handbook, is “ a
status conferred on faculty mem
bers
on their demonstrated
merit.” The customary view of
“ demonstrated merit” is that the
term embraces, in any number of
possible emphases, scholarly ac
tivities, teaching, and service
to the University and/or wider
community.
Associate Professor Peter Sa
vage is an individual of “ demon
strated merit” and should there
fore be, without further delay,
granted tenure.
Let me first list Peter Sa
vage’ s scholarly activities and
assess his professional reputa
tion;
He has published six articles
in journals and books which deal
with significant questions in pub
lic administration and compara
tive administration;
Two articles are currently in
press, scheduled for publication
in the spring and summer of 1971; '
Another article has been sub
mitted for publication;
Another article is in prepara
tion and is being prepared for a
contracted book;
He has agreed to co-author a
book entitled “ The Radical Re
construction Of Public Adminis
tration” ;
He is on the editorial board of
“ Comparative
Political
Stu
dies” ;
He is on the editorial board of
the Duke University “ Compara
tive Administration Series” ;
He is on the editorial board of
the “ Sage Professional Papers In
Comparative P olitics” ;
He is editor of the Journal of
whose editorial and advisory
boards include prominent nation
tional and international scholars;
He brought
the
“ Journal
of Comparative Administration”
to this campus, thus contributing
to the national professional re
putation of the University of New
Hampshire;
He presented a paper at the
1969 meeting of the American
Society for Public Administra
tion;
He presented a paper at the
1969 meeting of the American
Political Science Association;
He presented a paper at the
Conference on New Public Ad
ministration in Minnowbrook,
New York in 1968;
He presented a paper at the
Southeast Regional Meeting of the
American Society for Public Ad
ministration (1968);
To

l i e d e l i v e r e d a. t a lk at th e 1 0 7 0

meeting of the American Soci
ety for Public Administration;
He delivered a paper to the
Carnegie Seminar on Develop
ment at Indiana University in
1964;
He participated in a Confer
ence on European Bureaucracies
at Indiana University in 1970;
was a panelist at the 1970 Re
gional Meeting (New England)
of the American Society for Pub

A letter to the Editors of THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE:
After more than twenty years
he still remembered.
“ Boys did I ever tell you?. . .”
I later learned that was his
usual start. My friend knew what
was next, and was growing cyn
ical with the repetition.
“ Tell us about it.”
His father stood alone, and half
drunk. He paused a moment,
then began his story.
“ Boys, it was in the war. Ya
know, we had just taken a bunch
of them. We got them all together,
but one of them ran, and I shot
him. He fell.”
A pall came over his face.
“ That Kraut just sort of fell.”
He thought about it.
“ Just fell there.”
My friend grew annoyed.
“ So he’ s dead. We go through
this every time you get drunk.”
“ I know.”

UNH

k A M p s h lR E
EDITORIALS
6-

OPINION
L e tte rs to the E ditor, should
be addressed to; THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE, MUB 120. They
should be ty p ^ , limited to 500
words, and must be signed.
The editors re s e rv e the right
to withhold publication.

p oll

out what individual or group sub
mitted this poll for inclusion in
the “ Fact Sheet?”
May I say that no public opin
ion poll should ever be published
without indicating the date the poll
was taken.
Thomas C. Anderson

d em onstrated m erit"

Cavago,

under

c o n d i t io n c c o n d u 

cive to work, might yet accom
plish. Nor should his past ac
complishments as an adminis
trator be neglected since they
bear directly on his present pro
fessional standing and knowledge.
For ten years he had wide ad
ministrative experience as Pri
vate Secretary to the Prime Min
ister and the Minister of Fin
ance in Rhodesia. He was also
advisor to the Cabinet on Civil

years

His father stood before us.
He was gentle, and sad, and very
drunk.
“ I know,” he murmured again
standing there helpless.
After twenty years the war was
not over. A minute of experience
had changed into hours, days,
and years of memory, and the
memory was pain.
I wish I had said those words
which would have stopped this
man from suffering. At seventeen
years of age I could not think of
any; at twenty I am still at a loss.
I can only see the horror of war
that never ends.
I hope that someday we will not
send meh into situations which
force
them into acts of in
humanity, and return them back
to “ the states” scarred. I hope
that we will not have wars.
Maurice Laurence, Jr,
Class of 1972

film w e e k

To the Editor:

NEW

of

lic Administration; moderated a
panel at the 1969 meeting of the
same group; gave the keynote
address at the 1969 meeting of
the Chicago chapter of the Am
erican Society for Public Ad
ministration; was a discussant
on a panel at the 1968 meeting
of the American Political Sci
ence Association; was a discus
sant at the International Confer
ence on European Regionalism
in Salzburg (1968); a discussant
at the Midwest Conference on
Political Science (1967); a dis
cussant at the International Round
Table on European Administra
tion, Bochum-Heidleberg (1966);
Co-Chairman, first “ annual”
conference on Comparative Ad
ministration,
University
of
Maryland, 1966; and a partici
pant in the Faculty Summer Sem
inar in Comparative Administra
tion (University of California,
Berkeley, 1965);
He was Executive Secretary of
the Comparative Administration
Group of the American Society
for Public Administration from
1964 to 1968;
He has served at various times
on the Executive Program, Eur
ope andAfricaCommitteesofthat
same group;
He was Chairman of the Pro
gram Committee for the recent
National Conference of the Com
parative Administration Group
(April 1-4, 1971);
He was on the National P ro
gram Committee of the Annual
Conference of the American So
ciety for Public Administration,
1968 and 1969,
University administrators are
and have been in possession of
this list of activities, and are
in possession
of far more.
Tv;enty-two scholars, all of them
of national standing and reput
ation in public administration,
comparative politics, and politi
cal science, have written ringing
letters of endorsement, several
including suggestions that Pro
fessor Savage be promoted, sev
eral suggesting that to deny ten
ure would be foolhardy and an
act, as one writer put it, of
“ ad minist r at ive irrational ity. ”
Furthermore, if we examine Pe
ter’ s already extensive reputa
tion among other colleagues (see
for example the remarks by
Frank Marini in F. Marini, ed.,
“ Toward a New Public Adminis
tration,”
Chandler, 1971, pp.
6-7), the evidence is all too
clear.
His accomplishments
speak not only of the recent past
but point to the future; they tell
us unequivocally what Professor

A f t e r tv/enty

T h e

V ie tn a m e se public o p in io n

To the Editor:
Has anyone else read carefully
the CBS poll of South Vietnamese
public opinion which is contained
in the Student Government “ Fact
Sheet” on the People’ s Peace
Treaty?
One question asks: “ Are you
satisfied with the way the pre

"In d iv id u a l

b y S a v a g e dism issal

concerning Peter Savage’ s quali
fications;
as students in his
classes, we have come to recog
nize him as a brilliant man, a
capable teacher, and genuinely
concerned with instilling aware
ness and a sense of social re
sponsibility in those he teaches.
He encourages an understanding
of the material rather than ac
cepting the regurgitation of facts
as an indication of knowledge.
This alone should be proof of
his unique value as a professor
of political science; but more
than this, he is a challenging,
informative instructor quite cap
able of stimulating inquisitive
ness and active discussion in his
classes. It is our opinion that
the University will be suffering

E d iT O R

For the past two years tnere
has been a UNH Film Week in
April. Willard Van Dyke, who
programmed the festival, is head
of ihe Museum of Modern Art
Film Department, a job which en
ables
him to see a fantastic
amount of film. This, combined
with his contacts in the film
world, put him in a unique posi
tion to bring to the University
films and artists which we could
never
acquire
by ourselves.
There were five days of films and
filmmakers, morning,
after
noon and evening. Anyone in
terested could attend and there
was no charge. The programming
was of an interdisciplinary na
ture covering many areas of in
terest to the whole University
community. There is no program
of this kind any place in the na
tion. Because of the scope and
quality of the UNH Film Week, it
received nationwide recognition,
along with the respect and ad
miration of many other univer
sities. But aside from respect,
it served the students by expos
ing them, at no financial risk, to

some of the finest film material
available. Planned for this year
was Paul Morresy of Warhol
Films with the film he made
after TRASH, a Hollywood di
rector
the caliber of Arthur
Penn or Frank Perry, a collec
tion of Early German Films,
Jonas Mekas, a Collection of
Propaganda Films, etc.
The price of the Film Week is
$5,000.
In the past the Sidore
Lectures Committee and the New
Hampshire Commission on the
Arts have sponsored the pro
gram. However, it is not the
policy of either organization to
carry a continuing event. They
feel it is the responsibility of the
University to take over such a
program once it has proven it
self. The interdisciplinary na
ture of the Film Week, and the
lack of other academic activity in
films speak for its continuance,
as does the past success of the
program ip terms of quality, at
tendance, and reaction.
I hope that the University might
find it in their best interest not
to let such a rare and high
quality event disappear.
Tom Joslin

Service reform and held a num
ber of administrative posts in
the Ministry of Commerce and
the Civil Service Commission.
Let me turn to the question
of teaching.
I am the only member of this
faculty who has taught a course
jointly with Professor Savage
and thus speak with firsthand
knowledge. Though Peter does
not teach “ my” way, though he
differs from me in style and ap
proach, I have no hesitation in
stating that he is an excellent
teacher.
His classroom per
formance reflects extensive ex
perience in administration and
his acquaintance with the liter
ature in the field. He is some
what “ cool” in his manner, but
nonetheless dedicated to his stu
dents’ development, and this de
dication extends, with generosity
and enthusiasm, to a genuine con
cern with their professional fu
tures, He demands that students
commit themselves to hard think
ing. Though undoubtedly some
students are disappointed that the
warmth he hides behind a cool
exterior does not lead to com
plete freedom from assignments
and papers, most students res
pond to his demands and recog
nize him as a first-class tea
cher. And some students have
indicated that they regard their
classes with him as among the
most valuable and instructive
they have found at the Univer
sity. Though negative evidence is
always available about any tea
cher, there is no reasonable way
to conclude that Peter is any
thing but an excellent classroom
teacher. He is gifted, imagin
ative, provocative; he excites
and stimulates a good number
of students; he is flexible and un
derstanding; he mixes authori
tarian qualities with a strong
dosage of liberality.
What then of Professor Sa
vage’ s service to the University
and/or wider community? He
has made contributions. He pre
pared for Dean Colbourn of the
Graduate School a report on “ Pu
blic Administration at UNH” ;
he assisted in sponsoring a con
ference at the New England Cen
ter on “ Administration and Ma
nagement in Developing Count
ries” ; he has served as a con
sultant to the New England Re
gional Commission on training
people for public service. Fur
thermore, as a colleague he has
been instrumental in encouraging
a number of us to become more
active professionally; as tea
cher and advisor he has assis
ted us 111 placing students In good
graduate programs; as editor of
the “ Journal of Comparative Ad
ministration” he has brought to
the University community an aca
demic activity of substance and
importance.
In sum, the case for Peter
Savage’ s tenure is overwhelming
and lopsided. His scholarly ac
tivities are extraordinary; his
teaching is excellent; his serv
ice to the community though by
no means making him the most
visible professor in town or in
Concord, is more than adequate.
He does not earn a perfect score
on every count, but he is with
out question an individual of “ de
monstrated merit” in the proper
meaning of that phrase as it is
employed in the Faculty Hand
book and as it has been em
ployed again and again in res
pect to other faculty members.

I have discussed Professor Sa
vage’ s case in a positive way
because I believe this is the
appropriate procedure for asses
sing past contributions and pro
jecting the future contributions
which tenure implies. A tenured
member of the faculty may be im
perfect (we all are), he may do
some things with enthusiasm and
be less enthusiastic about some
of his responsibilities. He does
not have to please all of the pe
ople all of the time. Above all,
he cannot be fitted into a stan
dardized mold, unless we wish
to reduce the faculty to a dull
sameness and convert our de
partments
and colleges into
psalm-singing, slogan-shouting
monoliths, each individual say
ing, thinking, believing and ac
ting in exact harmony with every
other, that is, each individual
indistinguishable as an indiv
idual.
Such a faculty is in
capable ofeducating anyone, least
of all themselves.
I have not discussed the ne
gative side of the case, the al
leged basis for rejection of tenure
by the University administration.
There is a simple reason. The
case against Peter Savage con
sists of a string of allegations,
most of them irrelevant, some of
them false, all of them handled
in a manner violative of the rule
of law and procedural due pro
cess, Moreover, the net effect
of this trial by innuendo is to
assassinate Professor Savage’ s
character and to attempt to tar
nish his professional standing.
Were I to air these charges in
public I would dignify them and
give them a credibility they nei
ther have nor deserve.
Rather, I have discussed them
and the sequence of procedural
and legal violations involved in a
lengthy letter addressed to the
Dean on April 13, 1971, A copy
was delivered to the President’ s
office. To date, I have received
neither acknowledgement or re
ply.
This is not the first nor cur
rently the only instance in which
the University administration has
chosen to overlook relevant facts.
The Savage case, therefore, is
not merely of concern to a sin
gle individual. Nor is its impact
confined to the Department of
Political Science. Rather, this
particular injustice involves ev
eryone on this campus, for the
question is whether or not we,
and by “ we” I mean the fa
culty and students, are going to
be permitted to develop a strong,
competent, varied faculty in ev
ery department.
However, if we treat this as an
isolated instance, if we each con
tinue to devote his or her at
tention only to the “ incident”
we are familiar with, then we
will find ourselves, irrespective
of the merits of any particular
case, incapable of counter-acting
arbitrary and unfair decisions.
Somehow, we must persuade the
administration with reasoned ar
guments that arbitrary decision
making and procedural violations
are not consistent with the oper
ations of a University. The al
ternative is the undermining of
all meaningful educational acti
vity at the University of New
Hampshire.
Yours sincerely,
Erwin A. Jaffe
Associate Professor
Political Science

A n g e l Flight
W e, the members of Angel
Flight, Harl Pease, Jr. Squadron,
are writing this to inform the stu
dents at UNH about our organiza
tion in hopes of clarifying miscon
ceptions and of obliterating the
non-recognition we
receive
on
campus.
Angel Flight is an honorary or
ganization of college women spon
sored by Arnold Air Society, a mili
tary fraternity within the ranks of
the Air Force Reserve Officers’
Training Program (R O T C ). Angel
Flights are located throughout the
U.S. and have three main object
ives: to promote interest in the Air
Force, to assist and support the Ar
nold Air Society and A FR O T C , to
serve the community and univer
sity. Being in Angel Flight does not
obligate one to active service in the
Air Force.
We conduct informal teas follow
ed by a period during which
pledges do various projects for the
flight. The pledges must be able
and willing to devote a great deal
of their spare time for service pro
jects and the duties involved with
their particular positions in the
flight (such as those of an officer).
Members are chosen on several cri
teria: leadership, scholarship and
citizenship.
Our organization affords many
benefits: satisfaction and joy in
helping others, new areas of person
al experience, greater social con
tacts and development of leader
ship qualities. Many service pro
jects are performed by us on nation
al, regional and local levels. F o r ex
ample, nation-wide flights have rais
ed funds (here at UNH by selling
donuts in the dorms) to send milk
to orphanages in South Vietnam.
Flight members also petitioned for
signatures to help gain information
and set free our PO W ’s in North
V ietnam. On the local level, we

ushered at football games, aided
with the Blood Drives, canvassed
for U N IC E F, sent letters and pack
ages to our adopted squadron in
Vietnam and visited old folks’
homes at Christmas time.
Angel Flight offers a wide range
of activities, both service and so
cial. As members of Angel Flight
here at UN H, we are always in
terested in meeting new people and
in helping them learn more about
us and the military service.
The Members of Angel Flight

Parking
Problem
Dear Staff,
This morning was the first
time I rode my bicycle to school.
When I got here I had no place to
put it. I looked around for a bi
cycle rack and asked several
people if they knew of one. But
no one did. I saw quite a num
ber of bicycles just lying around
or hidden in the bushes. Quite
unaesthetic. Walking towards the
MUB, I saw one rack (by the
library) with four spaces and at
least three surplus bicycles
around it. It is a beautiful spring
and this lack of bicycle parking
will probably be an increasing
problem.
I have heard that
bicycle stealing is an active sport
around here and I don’ t think
bicycle owners should be victim
ized when racks could be easily
provided.
So I suggest that the University
provide a bicycle rack adjacent
to each parking lot. Money from
Student Activity Tax would be
well spent in this way.
Martha Thomas
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Sports
More often than not, m an uses his
strength for cruelty, degradation and
war. But for all that sport still stands
as witness that pow er was never m eant
to be more than a game.
Robert Capon

Kim Sprague (out of picture) scoring one of his 5 goals Wednesday for UNH. New Hampshire
lost 12-9 to Connecticut after coming from behind to take an 8-7 lead early in the fourth quarter.
photo by Conroy

U C o n n e d g e s W ildcats^ 6 - 4

Donald as often as possible be

by Bob Constantine
Staff Reporter
The University of Connecticut
pushed across a pair of runs
in the 11th inning to gain a 6-4
victory
over New Hampshire
Tuesday at Brackett Field. The
extra-inning win raised the Hus
kies’ record to 10-0 as UNH
dropped its first game against
major college competition, the
losses in Florida coming before
junior colleges.
The defeat also spoiled a cour
ageous pitching performance by
freshman Dennis Nadeau, who
went the final 9 2/3 innings ab
sorbing the loss. Nadeau had
come on in the second to replace
starter Paul Cormier, plagued
with wildness.
UConn scored in the first when
Cormier walked the bases full,
and with one out Neil Garbatirii’ s
sacrifice
fly scored Charlie
Horan from third. The Huskies
jumped on Cormier for two more
runs in the second on Brian
Herosian’ s double, a triple by
pitcher Jim Jachym, and a wild
pitch. Nadeau, who uncorked the
wide toss, allowing Jachym to
score from third on his first
pitch, proceeded to shut the door
on Connecticut until the seven
th.
In the meantime, the Wild
cats began to stir in the third
when they were trailing, 3-0. With
two outs, Pete Dresser lashed a
double just fair down the right
field line, and came in to score
on Steve Marino’ s bloop single
to left. The Huskies got out of
further trouble when third baseman Jack Ihlenburg made a diving
stab of Rick Crosby’ s hard
grounder, and threw to first to
end the inning.
UNH tied the

tw e e n P o r t la n d

gam e
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New Hampshire’s Tim Marcoux scoring on a sacrifice fly in last
Friday’s snowed out contest. Marcoux scored the only run be
fore the game was called.
photo by Conroy

The J.V. lacrosse goalie in action Wednesday, defeating MIT
9-2. New Hampshire’s J.V. baseball squad also won Wednes
day, edging Dartmouth 5-4.
photo by Conroy

MacDonald turns boxer
Cliff MacDonald, captain of the
A ^ o tb a ll

u ic n iU c r o f Uic

wrestling squad embarked on a
possible career in a new sport
last night in the Portland Expo
sition. MacDonald, at 6 ft. 2 in.,
223 pounds, made his debut as a
professional boxer in a scheduled
four-round preliminary bout,
Billy Constance, a member of
the
Field House’ s equipment
room crew is MacDonald’ s train
er and manager. An ex-pro
fessional fighter for 20 years,
Constance predicted a knockout.
“ We’ve been talking about it
for the last few years,’ ’ remark
ed Constance. “ When Cliff wasn’ t
drafted, he decided to try it.
He is very sincere, hp’ s been
working very hard. The boys in
the equipment room are inspir
ing Cliff. We expect a very bright
future for him.’ ’
Opposing MacDonald was Bry
an Marston. Weighing only 185
pounds, Constance hoped to over
power him. “ He’ s a big woodchopper,’ ’ said Constance, refer
ring to MacDonald. Marston,
however, has already had a few
fights.
MacDonald
has been doing
roadwork and sparring every day.
He runs three miles and spars
with Mike Burlage and Vinny
Lupo. Over the past weekend
Constance got two professionals
to come up to spar with Mac
Donald. “ Cliff looked very im pressive against them,’ ’ remark
ed Constance.
At 22, MacDonald is breaking
into the sport much later than
most of his opponents. But, Con
stance reflected. Rocky Mar
ciano didn’t start boxing until he
was 27.
Constance hopes to fight Mac

Classifieds
TUTORING — Graduate Student in French available for summer
tutoring. Fiexible hours - Reasonabie rates. Caii Mrs. Trufant
868-2902.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO OWN your own bar,
room pad within three miles of Durham? Can
on $1000? If so we’re ready to do business.
for details. 914-666-5852 days, or Box 456,
York 10507.

lc a .111

and have an eightyou get your hands
Piease write or caii
Bedford Hills, New

WANTED — Position as house sitter for schooi year 1971-72,
Married coupie in eariy 40’s; only child away at school. Husband
doing Graduate work. Please Call 536-1176 or write Dan Lolnes,
Hoiderness Schooi, Plymouth, N.H. 03264.
GRAY 1939 Buick coupe with ’53 Buick straight 8 engine. No
body rust. Repiaced and rebuiit parts. Tires and seals in good
condition. 3800 originai miies. Needs ciutch and muffier adjust
ment or repiacement. Third owner. Asking $1500. Caria Rozek
Durham. 868-5450 my home after 10:00 p.m.
FOR SALE: Men’s bicycle, Schwinn 3-speed like new $40.00. Caii
868-5370.
FOR SALE: 1963 Oids. Super 88, 2 door HT. Automatic, power
steering.Power brakes. Air-cond. Exceiient running condition.
Good body $250.00 Caii 862-2828 after 7 p.m. Wed.,Tues. or Sun
day.
NORWEGIAN ELK HOUND: Student must sell because of hous
ing and ieash iaw probiems. 13 months. Male. AKC. Very good
with chiidren. $75. or best offer. Write Box 81, Somersworth.
FOR SALE: 1968 Austin Heaiey Sprite Convertibie. 33,000 miies,
$1000. or best offer. Caii 868-7264.
R.R. — Happy Spring. Love you madly, A.M.
FIVE STRING (High C String) % Kay Bass. One of the few.
$80.00 or best offer. Contact John Marsh. — Rochester, 332-0249
after 4 p.m.
TWO DESKS FOR saie. 1-7 drawer, 1-6 drawer typists desk.
$15.00 & $25.00 respectiveiy. Caii 742-8902. Evenings.
LOST — PINKIE GOLD RING, with initiais MAM. Lost in
McLaughiin-Congreve area. Sentimentai vaiue. If found, please
return to Min. Murray, 117 McLaughlin, 862-1641. Thanks.
TRUCK WANTED . . . ’67-’68 Ford or Chevy pickup in exceiient
condition. Prefer 6-8 ft. body. Bob Jaffe 862-1657.
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though he is starting at the bot
tom, Constance believes Mac
Donald can work his way up.
“ We’ re wishing him a lot,’ ’ said
Constance. “ We hope next year
he can hit the big time.’ ’

tw o

in n in g o l a t e r . F o l l o w 

ing a walk, a force-out, and
Dresser’ s second straight doub
le, Tim Marcoux slapped a solid
single to center to bring home
Dresser and Nadeau.
The
score remained dead

locked until the seventh when the
Huskies pushed into the lead
again. Harry Trohalis started it
off by beating out an infield hit.
After Keith Kraham flied to cen
ter, clean-up hitter John Slosar
doubled off the fence in left,
bringing Trohalis in all the way
from first.
New Hampshire tied the score
again in the bottom of the ninth.
With one man out, John Wright
and A1 Foster hit back-to-back
singles. Then UConn coach Larry
Panciera removed Jachym in
favor of ace reliever Augie Garbatini. The Huskie left-hander
started shakily as Nadeau bunted
safely to load the bases and
Dresser being walked to force in
the tying run. Garbatini then
settled down to get Marcoux on
strikes, and to force Marino to hit
into a force play at third.
Both pitchers sailed along un
til the Huskies reached Nadeau
for the »winning runs in the 11th.
Pitcher Garbatini was on first
with a fielder’ s choice with two
outs when Horan, the smallest
man on the UConn squad, blast
ed a triple to deep left-center,
Garbatini coming around with
the winning run. Trohalis then
followed with a single to left to
drive Horan in with an insurance
run. Garbatini got the Wildcats
in order in the bottom of the 11th
to preserve the victory.
Looking down
from the mound:
Although the result of the game
was far from satisfying for the
spectators, it was evident that
this year’ s edition of the base
ball squad appears much im
proved. Considering the fact that
Connecticut routed the Wildcats
last year to the tune of 9-1 and

Junior Pete Dresser was the
Wildcat hitting star with a pair
of doubles, one run batted in, and
two runs scored.
The Wildcats take a 3-1 record
to Springfield today, andtoUMass
tomorrow attempting to get back
in winning form.

ranklin
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WANT QUALITY
CONTRACEPTIVES?

April 27th
$1. Season Ticket

TO summer job?
The "^NATIONAL CAMP EXCHANGE is accepting resumes o f
camp counselor applicants to be distributed to over 2650 camps
in 41 states and Canada. Undergraduate students (completing

at least one full year by June) graduate students and faculty
members.
Camp work provides an opportunity to refresh one’s mind and
body in pleasant surroundings close to nature, while developing
new relationships in a comfortable new environment. Positions
as general counselor, group leader and specialty counselor are
available for men and women with or without camp experience.
To have copies o f your edited resume sent to those summer
camps in our files in early May follow this format exactly:
A) Name and age B) Home address and phone C) School
residence and phone D) Positions desired E) Relevant experi
ence F) Area preferred G) Name o f School H) Name and
address o f work-mate (if any).
It’s advantageous to be brief and to the point. Type or print
legibly on one side o f one page and mail your copy with $7 for
printing and processing o f each resume to;
NATIONAL CAMP EXCHANGE
,SUITE 315, 760 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94102
(May 8 is closing date.)

Once upon a time, the best male contraceptives that money
could buy were in your local drugstore. That time is gone.
Today, the world’s best condoms come from England, and
are available in America only from
POPULATION PLANNING
the exclusive U.S. distributor for two remarkable (and
highly popular) British condoms—scientifically shaped NuForm
and superfine Fetherlite—And we make them available through
the privacy of the mails. Both are superbly fine and light—
lighter than drugstore brands. They average 1.25 gms apiece to
be precise. These contraceptives are made by LR Industries of
London, the world’s largest manufacturer of contraceptive prod
ucts. They not onlj' meet rigorous U.S. FDA specifications, but
are made to British Government Standard 3704 as well. You
won’t find a more reliable condom anywhere.
Our illustrated brochure tells you all about Fetherlite and
NuForm. And about seven other American brands which we have
carefully selected from the more than one hundred kinds available
today. And we explain the differences.
We also have nonprescription foam for women and a wide
variety of books and pamphlets on birth control, sex, population,
and ecology.
Want more information? It’s free. Just send us your name and
address. Better still, for one dollar w e’ll send you all the informa
tion plus two Fetherlite samples and one NuForm. For four dollars
you’ll get the brochure plus three each of five different condom
brands (including both Imports). All correspondence and merchan
dise is shipped in a plain cover to protect your privacy, and we
guarantee your money back if you’re not satisfied with our products.
Why wait?
POPULATION PLANNING ASSOC.
Box 2556-N, Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514
Gentlemen: Please send me ______ Your free brochure and price
list at no obligation, --------- Three samples for $1. ______ Deluxe
sampler package for $4.
Name _____________________
Address _________________
Zlp_
SUte_
City______________

Students for McGovern for Pres.
P.O. Box 10
Durham, N.H. 03824
Signed: Dan Greenleaf and Leo Lessard

M U S O ’S

The Aquarius Coffeehouse
Bella Lugos:
in
“My Son The Vampire”

7 &9

M ay 5th

O o o d Food

DR/(FT
ON THe Mitt

IN

N EW (AM i<tT

Presents:

Presents:

Wednesday,

Ot HIMSaP?

IMELVYH DOUGLAS
^ in . . i n i g e n e HACKMAN
DOROTHY STICKNEY,

McGOYERH for PRESIDENT

GIRLS: Are you fed up with the “system” for meeting guys at
UNH? Dateiess? I’m a senior maie and searching. Are you in
terested? Send name, age, height, address and weight (optionai)
to Stillings Box 1044.

A SON’S m s T
DUTY...
TO HIS PARfNTS

Coming Soon!

8 -0 , T uesday’ s p erform ance was

extremely encouraging.
Aside
from Nadeau’ s
fine
pitching performance, sopho
more shortstop A1 “ Spike’ ’ Fos
ter was impressive, making sev
eral fine throws from deep short.

M A Y 2 -3

SSC Rm. 4
500 (C heap)

Friday — Jo sh Sherm an
Saturday — R o cky M ountain Spotted Fever
(these boys get it on)
Su n d a y — Y o u ’ve heard about it. Buckand-a-half all-you-can-eat
Roast Beef dinner and hoot.
WED—FRI open at 6:00

SAT & SON at 2:00 p.m.

seC R

